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Murray's Trivia Night set for May 6

CVB gearing
up for annual
Citywide Yard
Sale in May

Special to the Ledger
lien v‘ as the very ttrst Murray
Main Street Trivia Night? In
o06. When is this year's
ev erring tilled with questions, answers
and laughter? May 6 with doors opening
at 6 p.m.
Residents of Murray can test their
knowledge. and their friends', by attending this year's 'Div ia Night to help raise
fundss for the many events and projects
organized by Murray Main Street. Each

W

Special to the Ledger
Cilt,011 :ma
Flie Murray t
Visitors Bureau will lio.a its
Spring Citywide Yard Sale ,ri
May 7. to help disperse of old
and used treasures of the
Murray community. Each entry.
on the yard sale map is $10.
Participants also have the
option to set up in Central Park
on Arcadia Drive.
Fees and applications are due
May 3. with no late applications
accepted. according to a press
release from Catherine Harris.
creative strategist intern with
the Murray CVB. All entry fees
will help fund the annual
Freedom Fest celebration during the Fourth of July weekend.
Each entry guarantees a placement on the yard sale map with
a description of items sold at
each location, she said.
The Murray CVB has been
working on providing a more
accurately detailed map of the
yard sale locations which will
he sold for $2 each. These maps
may he picked up May 5-7 at
the Murray CVB at 201 South
4th Street.
"We hope for clear skies on
our Spring Citywide Yard Sale,"
said Erin Carrico. Murray CVB
director. "If rain does occur, we
hope our yard sellers and buyers

II See Page 2

WEATHER

-Movies that Stan with 'B,•" and
"Animals in the Spotlight.- Prizes for
first place. second place and third place
will be awarded, as well as door prizes
dtawn throughout the night. There will
also be bonus solo rounds called "Dead
or Alive" and "Myth-busters,- she said.
The Murray Convention and Visitors
buys a table each year to show
Bureau
Murray CVB.
ion.
There will be seven rounds with 10 support for the organizat
board is
Street
Main
Murray
"The
the
in
Rounds
round.
questions in each
cornthis
of
t
bettermen
the
to
essential
pat have included "Murray history."

table costs $120 and will hold no more
than six people. Also, participating
teams can purchase five mulligans. or
free answers, for $15. For those who
would only like to watch, there will be a
"Peanut Gallery- to sit in for $5, according to a press release from Catherine
Harris, creative strategist intern with the

munity." said Murray CVB Director
Erin Carrico. -They support the downtown area with events, as well as work
toward maintaining the historic atmosphere of Murray."
Along with organizing Trivia Night,
Murray Main Street is preparing for
Easter on the Square, which will be held
April 23. A master plan for improvements to downtown and the Main Street

•See Page 2
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Daily Forecast
National Weather Service
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 67. North northwest
wind between 8 and 14 mph.
Tuesday Night: Clear, with a
low around 45. North wind
around 5 mph becoming calm.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 72. Calm wind
becoming south southeast
between 4 and 7 mph.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 54.
Light south southeast wind
Thursday: Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. A
high near 76. Calm wind
becoming south southwest
between 6 and 9 mph
Thursday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Cloudy, with a low around 54
South southeast wind between
5 and 14 mph, with gusts as
high as 20 mph.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Members of fraternities, sororities and
other student organizations were honored
at Murray State University's annual
Student Leadership Awards Banquet
Tuesday night.
"Our students have worked hard
throughout the year and this is the end-ofthe-year ceremony' where they (have the)
opportunity to be rewarded for all of their
hard work,- said Tara Hawthorne, coordinator of Greek Life & Student
Organizations. "We encourage all of our
student organizations to apply just
because we all know that they're all doing
great things. So it's nice to see a diverse
group of students that are here this
evening.
-I think it's means a lot for them, It's

hard to for anyone to really notice what
they're doing and he rewarded for that.
After an event, there's no pat on the hack.
So for them to recognized in front of their
peers and also faculty and staff members
means a whole lot to them."
Awards were presented by Hawthorne
and Kendall Harris. leadership program
coordinator.
The award for Student Organization of
the Year went to the Murray
Environmental Student Society (MESS)
and was accepted by MESS co-president
John Walker. Hawthorne said MESS had
continued to encourage students to take an
active role in the community, which
included organizing volunteer labor for
the MSU food services sustainable garden
at Pullen Farm.
"MESS successfully reaches its goal as

an organization, which is to equip students
with the knowledge, skills and competence required for being a community
leader and agent of change," Hawthorne
said.
The Vice President of Student Affairs
Top 10 Student Leaders awards went to
Martika Shane! Clark, Alexandra Simon,
Kirby O'Donoghue, Ashley Winkler,
Logan Davis. Michelle Ford. Sheila
Wilson, Brooke Borders, Jeremiah
Johnson and Becky Mosbacher.
Volunteer of the Year went to Claire
Student
Dunlap; Most Improved
Organization went to Order of Omega; the
Racer Hero Award went to Kimberly Hill,
the All-Campus Student Achievement
awards went to Travis Taylor and Kirby

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Clay Jeter Jr's film "Jess
+Moss- collected professional
acclaim during film festivals in
Hong Kong and Dallas, Texas,
with Jeter to be further honored
for his work during a ceremony
Friday night in Nashville, Tenn.
Jeter. a Clarksville. Tenn.
native with Calloway County
roots, is currently on an internatour
tional
showing the
film; produced
location
on
Lynn
near
Ky.
Grove,
Viewing of the
film in Hong
Kong was sold
out, according
online
to
Jeter
reviews and
reports from family.
"Then Clay arrived this week
in Dallas for the Dallas
International Film Festival and
(last) Friday night,(actor) Peter
Fonda presented Clay with the
Target Award and a check for
$25,000 for 'Best Narrative
Feature' at the festival," said
Rebecca
resident
Murray
Landolt, Jeter's cousin living in
Murray.
Jeter is scheduled to receive
the Governor's Award presented by Tennessee Gov. Bill
Haslam at the Nashville Film
Festival Friday night, April 15.

•See Page 3
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Heavy rain falls
on county Monday
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Ilea‘y rain swept through
Murray on Monday ahead of a
cold front that brought some
flooding and cooler temperatures to the Purchase Area and
the rest of the state.
According to the National
Weather Service in Paducah.
showers and thunderstorms
with wind gusts up to 20 mph
were predicted through 7 p.m.
During Monday's storm, city
and county 911 emergency
traffic reported both injury and
non-injury accidents during
the rains that continued
through mid-day. It was not
known whether the accidents
were directly weather related,
according to emergency dispatchers

l'he traffic light at the intersection of North 16th and
Chestnut streets was reported
malfunctioning around 2 p.m.
Justin Holland. an official
government weather observer
for Murray, reported that 3.25
inches of rain had fallen on the
Murray-Calloway County area
by 7 p.m. Monday. While most
of the region saw showers
throughout the day. stronger
storms in some areas brought
gusty winds of 30-40 mph and
periods of torrential rains,
according to a NWS report.
Some flooding was reported
Monday in low-lying areas of
the county. and motorists were
urged to use extreme caution
while traveling.

•See Page 2
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other areas. Pictured, stu
and
s
roadway
flooding
Monday brought heavy rainfall to Murray,
walk along Chestnut Street while
they
as
s
umbrella
carry
y
Universit
State
dents at Murray
rain had fallen locally, according to Justin
cars pass by. As of 7 p.m. Monday, 3.25 inches of
Holland, government weather observer.
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Kentucky's Floral Clock turning 50 NeKenstuinkyBrief
"He had returned front a trip to Niagaia
By The Associated Press
Kentucky's Falls and had been captivated by a clock on
FRANKFORT. IN,y. LAP ,
I loral Clock is turning Si and first lady' the Ontario side of the falls." Beshear said.
lane Beshear is hosting a party to celebrate. "He appropriated $50,1XX1 from the gover'Pie clock. which is located on the west nor's contingency fund to construct the
end of the Capitol grounds. has become a clock on the lawn on the state capitol, thinkKentucky landmark. It is one of six clocks ing it would be an excellent addition to the
m the world that keeps time while suspend- grounds as well as a tourist destination."
David Buchta. director of Historic
ed Alit% e a pool of water.
Beshear told The State Journal of Properties, said the clock was heralded at
Frankton that the party on May 4 will begin the time as not only the second in the world
ith a ceremony at the clod: but will also with a floral design, but also the biggest.
There aren't any figures documenting how
showcase changes to the rose garden at the
many people visit the clock each year. but it
cast old of the Capitol grounds.
The clock, which got a facelift from land- seems to captivate young and old alike.
"I've seen many young people in their
scape artist Jon Canoltis. will get its hands
painted gold in preparation for the celebra- prom attire posing in front of the clock and
even a couple of weddings." Beshear said.
tion.
The clock was designed by Frankfort
Go‘. Bert Combs came up with the idea
architect Bill Livingston.
for the clock in 1961.

•Trivia...
From Front
area has also been in development. Deana Wright. Murray
Main Street director, has manv
ideas for this area, and she is
eager to see them implemented.
"Iris ía night is one way we
are able to raise funds to restore
historic buildings and also continue hosting events each year."
Wright said. "My board and I
very much appreciate all the
support we receive from the

community. Though this particular event does cost, know that
It is ultimately benefiting all of
Murray and preserving its history. while building its future.Murray Electric System and
Parker Ford Lincoln. Inc.. longtime supporters of Murray Main
Street, will be the sponsors of
this year's event.
Tickets for the Murray Main
Street Trivia Night may be purchased at the Murray CVB at
201 South 4th Street. For more
information call 12701 7599474.

•Citywide Yard Sale...
From Front
w ill understand we cannot
reschedule or refund anyone's
money.
"We appreciate all support
from our community and our
isitors who come from around
the tri-state area to shop among
the streets.- Carrico said.
"Freedom Fest . would not be
ort:aniicd :it the level it is. if not

Neither Livingston nor Combs is still li mg. hut Beshear said daughters of both men
would attend the ceremony next month.
The rose garden, which was formed on the
east end of the grounds to balance the clock
on the west end, will also be recognized.
Beshear said it became the project of the
state garden clubs in 1961 and has been
upgraded recently with a new design, concrete walkways and boxwood bushes.
Beshear said everything about the garden
project has been donated.
"It is so important that we preserve the
beauty of our grounds that draw's so many
visitors to our campus, but do it without
state funds." she said. "Not one dime of taxpayer money has gone into upgrading the
garden."

II Leadership awards...
From Front
O'Donoghlie: the Rising Racer
award went to Kristen Blake
Student
McReynolds;
Organization President of the
Year went to Becky Mosbacher;
and the Graduate Student
Leadership & Service Award
went to Kara Mantooth.
The Outstanding Charitable
Fundraiser of the Year went to
Alpha Omicron Pi for the Mr.
MSU Pageant, which raises
money for arthritis research.

The Murray State Rodeo Team
for
award
the
received
Community'
Outstanding
Service Project of the Year for
the annual Special Rodeo,
which invites special needs children from around the region to
attend a rodeo event each
November at the William "Bill"
Cherry Agricultural Exposition
Center.
Awards were also given for
Emerging Leaders those who
attended leadership workshops
on campus during the year.

those interested in participating.
applications are available at
www.tourmurray.com or at the
Murray CVB office. For more
information call 12701 7592 I 99
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Murray Environmental Student Society (MESS) co-president
John Walker, at right, accepts the award for Student
Organization of the Year from Kendall Harris. leadership program coordinator.

State receipts rebound,
generate $675.8M in March

Mon. thru Fri. 7-5
Saturday 7-4

FRANKFORT. Ky. (API —
Kentucky is reporting a 5.3 percent increase in revenue this fiscal year.
State Budget Director Mary'
Lassiter said Monday the
growth exceeded expectations
of state economists who had
projected revenue to rise 4.5
percent.
Lassiter said general fund

Read the Want Ads Daily

LOUISVILLE. Ky. I. API -- Kentucky has been awarded S8.7
million to help improve the state's persistently lowest-achieving
schools.
School districts will compete for the funds. They are required to
implement an intervention model as part of the funding.
U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan announced the funding
Friday through the School Improvement Grant program.
Duncan says dramatic action is required when a school performs
in the bottom 5 percent of the state and shows no sign of progress
or has graduation rates below 60 percent over a period of years.
Kentucky's application is available online at
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/summary20 I Windex.html .

Social media aiding police investigations in Ky.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky State Police
and other police departments in Kentucky are embracing social
media as a tool in criminal investigations.
State police officials said websites like Facebook and Twitter are
becoming increasingly useful as a way to seek infonriation, tips
and evidence in investigations.
"Social media is a handy tool for law enforcement to communicate to. and solicit information from, the public." said ('apt. Lisa
Rudzinski, state police Post 3 commander. am confident that its
use in law enforcement will grow significantly in the future."
State police started a Facehook page about three years ago. said
Trooper John Hawkins, who works in the KSP public affairs
branch in Frankfort.
"As a public entity ... we have to understand what direction the
public is going with information transfer," Hawkins told The Daily
News in Bowling Green.
State police at one time relied on mass faxing to spread information to as many people as possible. Then the agency used e-mail
blasts. Now, with an active Facebook page with more than 30.IXX)
followers, state police are using the popular website to reach out
to thousands of people in an instant.

Police,Sheriff, Fire, hISU Logs
Murray Police Department
- A burglary report was taken at 2:10 p.m. March 24 at 205
North 17th St.
- A damaged vehicle was reported at 11:30 a.m. at 307
North Cherry St.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
2:03 p.m. at 402 North 12th St.
- A report for stolen medication was taken at 2:21 p.m. at
305 North Fifth St.
- A theft report was taken at 6:12 p.m at 1502 A Stadium

for the funds from this event."
Though weather is unpredictable. refunds will not be
given nor rain dates set. For

REAIT RooR
VOERS BUFFERS

Low-achieving schools get grant

receipts have posted II consecutive monthly increases, a
strong signal that the Kentucky
economy is recovering from
economic recession.
Sales tax revenue was up 7.3
percent in March and 4.3 percent for the fiscal year. Income
tax collections rose 7.3 percent
in March and 6.2 percent for the
fiscal year.

with a high of 67. Tonight will
be clear with a low of 44_
However, there will be a chance
From Front
of thunderstorms Thursday and
According to an e-mail from Friday and isolated strong
Transportation storms cannot be ruled out,
Kentucky
Cabinet spokesman Keith Todd. according to NWS. Minor
the cabinet's Calloway County. flooding is forecast for some
highway maintenance crew area rivers.
reported a heavy downpour that
Regionwide. NWS observers
has caused some flash flooding issued a tornado watch for an
and the posting of several for
area from the Tennessee border
"Water Over Road" signs.
to north of Lexington, Ky. The
although no roads were reported
proas closed. The roads with with storm front was expected to
small
rainfall
that
enough
duce
included
road
water over the
Ky.94 between the 4 and 9-mile streams could rise quickly and
marker: Ky. 1550 and Wiswell street flooding could occur. The
Road between the 3 and 4-mile stomis were expected to usher
and in a cold front dropping temper299
Ky..
marker':
Butterworth Road between the 0 atures that have been above norand I -mile mar :er and Ky. 783 mal
during the past week. A
between the 6 and 7-mile markwind advisory was posted for
CU
and eastern
Today. sunshine is expected much of central
Kentucky.

III Rain...

Rolling into a new career?
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nsitranie Protection • Financial Security

View Dr.
- A burglary report was taken at 12:08 a.m. March 25 at
1400 Hughes St.
- A forgery report was taken at 1:17 a.m. at the police station.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
3:54 p.m. at the Hungry Bear on Main Street.
- A report for theft from a vehicle was taken at 12:59 a.m.
March 27 at 2111 Southwest Dr.
- A shoplifter was reported at 8:35 a.m. March 28 at
Walmart.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office reports the following
incidents and arrests from April 4-10.
- First Degree Wanton Endangerment was reported on
Osborne Road April 4.
- Theft of a Motor Vehicle was reported on Ky. 121 North.
-Theft by Unlawfui Taking was reported on Wrather Road
April 5.
- Theft by Unlawful Taking was reported twice on Wrather
Road.
- Theft by Unlawful Taking was reported on Ky. 94 West.
- Theft by Unlawful Taking was reported on Flint Road.
- Theft by Unlawful Taking was reported on Short Road.
- Burglary in the Third Degree was reported on East State
Line Road.
Burglary in the Second Degree was reported on
Goldenrod Road April 6.
- Theft by Unlawful Taking was reported on Aster Drive.
- Theft by Unlawful Taking was reported on Yarborough
Drive.
- Burglary in the Second Degree was reported on Ky. 121
North.
- Theft by Unlawful Taking was reported on Key Drive April
7,
- Burglary in the Second Degree was reported on Cardinal
Ridge Lane April 8.
- An arrest was made for Operating a Motor Vehicle Under
the Influence on West State Line Road April 9.
- Theft by Unlawful Taking was reported on Songer Drive.
-An arrest was made April 10 for Operating a Motor Vehicle
Under the Influence on Pottertown Road.
From April 4-10, the Calloway County Sheriff's Office
served 12 arrest warrants. 13 civil summonses, eight criminal
summonses, two disability summonses, three subpoenas,
one notice to vacate, one show cause order, and one warrant
for possession. Four motor vehicle collisions were investigated by CCSO during this time.
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Obituaries
William 'Frank' Fennell
William "Frank" Fennell. 68, of Murray, died Sunday. April 10.
2011. at his home.
Born Sept. 24, 1942 in Calloway County. he was retired from the
Murray division of Tappan and was a member of the
Independence United Methodist Church.
Preceding in death were his parents. Homer and
Levie Burkeen Fennell; and a brother. Charles
Fennell.
He is survived by his wife, Judy Freshour Fennell of
Murray: two daughters, Paula Beard and husband.
Daniel, and Terri Pickens and husband. Jim, both of
Fennell
Murray: five sons, Keith Fennell, Craig Fennell and
wile. Susan, and Greg Fennell, all of Georgia. Kirk Sudduth of
Mississippi, and Mark Sudduth and wife. Jennifer of Mayfield; sister, Linda Lois Fennell of Mayfield; brother, Kenneth Fennell and
wife, Linda Faye of Dexter; and nine grandchildren.
Visitation will he held Wednesday. April 13, 2011, from 5-8 p.m.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. There will be no public funeral service. The family request that no flowers be sent.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
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Mark Caldwell Fields

.uni.isa
at its

Mark Caldwell Fields, 57. of Murray. formerly of Fulton. died
Saturday. April 9, 2011, at 1:50 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a member of the First Baptist Church in Murray.
In addition to his parents. Leon and Olene Caldwell Fields. he was
preceded in death by a sister, Jennie Lee Fields; and a special friend.
Millie Gray.
He is survived by four aunts, Alice Fields of Fulton, Dortha
Alderdice of Lynnville, Mary Ellen Fields of Louisville, and Helen
Swofford of Atlanta. Ga.; and seven cousins.
Graveside services will be held today, Tuesday, April 12, 2011, at
2 p.m. at the Greenlea Cemetery in Fulton with the Rev. Sam Rainer
officiating.
Visitation will also be today. Tuesday. from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
the Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield.
Serving as pallbearers will be Donnie Caldwell, Stanley Fields.
Kenneth Fields and Kevin Alderdice.
Arrangements are handled by Brown Funeral Home.
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Leroy Hall
Leroy Hall, 92, of Union City, Tenn., formerly of Murray. died
Saturday, April 9, 2011, at 4:27 a.m. at Baptist Memorial Hospital
in Union City.
Born Sept. 22, 1918 in Model, Tenn.. to the late Gus A. and Octie
(Garland) Hall, he retired from Ford Motor
Company in Livonia, Mich., after 32 years of service and was a retired farmer. He had also worked
with the Civilian Conservation Corp., served in the
United States Army in World War II, was past president of the Cadiz Civitan Club and Was a member
of Second Baptist Church in Union City.
Preceding in death were four sisters and one brother.
He is survived by his wife, Edith (Heck) Hall, whom he married
Jan. 25. 1946; two sons, Galen Hall and wife. Valerie of Union City.
and Manfred Hall and wife, Rona of St. Clair Shores, Mich.; and
five grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held today, Tuesday. April 12. 2011. at 3
p.m, in the chapel of Edmaiston-Mosley Funeral Home with Eddie
Mallonee officiating. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery
near Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Alzheimer's
Foundation, 322 Eight Av., Seventh Floor, New York, NY 10001; or
Second Baptist Church, 831 Everett Blvd.. Union City. TN 38261.
Arrangements are handled by Edmaiston-Mosley Funeral Home.

Eva L. Cochran
There will be no visitation or funeral services for Eva L. Cochran.
98, of Almo, formerly of Jackson, Tenn.
Cochran died Saturday, April 9, 2011, at 2 p.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital.
A member of the United Methodist Church in Kirksey, she formerly owned the Royal Casket Company in Jackson.
In addition to her parents, Ennis Williams and Ella Marie Partlow
Williams, she was preceded in death by her husband, Julian
Cochran: one sister, Nena Poynor; and one brother, Ennis Prather
Williams.
She is survived by one nephew, Wendell Poynor of Almo.
Arrangements are handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
Home and Crematory.

Neva Graves (Fitts) Mayfield
Funeral services for Nes a Graves (Eats) Mayfield, 80, of Murray.
will be held today, Tuesday. April 12. 2011, at II a.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mayfield died Friday. April 8, 2011, at Spring Creek Health Care
in Murray.
Aubrey
Born in Calloway County on March 16, 1931. to the late
in Murray
Fitts and Flossie Boyd Fitts, she retired from Fisher Price
and she was a member of the Glendale Road Church of Chnst.
her husIn addition to her parents. she was preceded in death by
Gray
Ken
son.
one
and
1980:
in
died
who
Mayfield.
band. Jack H.
Mayfield.
Susan ot
She is survived by one son. Keenan Mayfield and wife.

Murray: two grandchildren, Scott Alan Mayfield of Murray. and
Stephanie Brooks and husband. Nathan of Puryear, Tenn.: and five
great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.corn. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home

Dudley Younger
Priate tunetal Ner‘es for Dudley "Ray-Ray" Younger. 62. of
Murray, will be held at a later date. There will be no public visitation.
Younger died Saturday. April 9, 2011, at 9:43 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah.
Born June 30. 1948 in Chicago. Ill., to the late Dudley B. and
Edith (Lamb) Younger, he was a heating and air conditioning technician and was a member of the Redhands Motor Cycle Club.
Preceding in death are one son, Danny Ray Younger; and one sister. Nancy Elizabeth Nicademus.
He is survived by his wife. Linda(Payne) Younger, whom he married Nov. 20. 1965; one daughter. Gina Younger, of Oak Park, Ill.;
five sons. Ricky Allen Younger of Wood Dale, Ill.. Donald Younger.
of Nashville. Tenn., Tony Younger and wife. Jo Anne of Marengo.
III., Nicholas Younger and Jcsh Younger, both of Murray: five
grandchildren. Brandon Younger, Jessica Younger, Stevie Younger,
Dylan Younger and Cole Younger; and two great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements arc handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral

Palmer ss ill lthiate ss iii Deane Chadv.ick and Denese King.
Maternal Great-Aunts ss ill assist
Expression of sympathy may be made to the March of Dimes,
Purchase Pennynle Dis sion. 333 Broadway. Suite 810. Paducah.
KY 42001.
Online condolences can be made at. ss w.theifichurchillfuneralhomeainn. Arrangements are handled by the J. Churchill Funeral
Home.
IV a pool obituary.
(The number oftones published or the length ofone or more of the
preceding obituaries Pxceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
limes policy. A .fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)

Pentagon estimates Libya
costs at $608 million

Home.

Era Lorene Wallace
Mrs. Era Lorene (Darnall) Wallace, 97, of the Sharpe community
died Sunday, April 10.2011. at 6:50 a.m. at the home
of her daughter in Sharpe. Lorene was a member of
the Sharpe Missionary Baptist Church. She worked
several years at Cedar Crest Nursing Home. now
Oakview Manor in Possum Trot.
Survivors include her daughter Dixie and husbar)d
Don Wilson. two sons, Barry Wallace and Jason
Wallace all of Sharpe. Other survivors include nine
Wallace
grandchildren, Mary Wallace, Amber Wallace and
Donna Farmer all of Calvert City; Debbie Stacey of West Moreland,
Tenn.; Tina Riley of Raleigh, N.C.. Regina Spicer of Paducah: Greg
Wilson of Maryville. Tenn.: Billy Don Wilson of Paducah: and
Jeremiah Wilson of Gilbensville. Tenn. She was also survived by
10 great-grandchildren: one sister, Jeanette Wallace and husband
Dan of Symsonia; one brother. Jerold Darnall and wife Bonnie.
Belleville. III, and several nieces and nephews also survive.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Curtis Wallace. one
son Larry Don Wallace and her parents, Aaron and Estella
(Anderson) Darnall and Step-Mother, Bulah (Humphrey) Damall,
Five sisters, Ophie Darnall. Lava Vaughn, Thelma Short, Mary
Darnall and Peggy Phelps. Four brothers, Aubrey, Kelly. Dallas and
Pat Darnall also preceded in death. She was also preceded by her
niece, Wanda Mathis of Murray.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday. April 13, 2011 at I p.m.
in the Chapel of the Collier Funeral home in Benton. Rev. Martin
Mitchell. Rev. Chris Moore and Rev. Kevin Royalty will officiate.
Interment is to follow in the Oakland Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Cemetery in Sharpe.
Friends may call between the hours of 5-8 p.m. Tuesday. April 12.
2011 at the Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
The family asks that memorial contributions be made to the
Oakland Cumberland Presbyterian Church Cemetery Fund, c/o
Collier Funeral Home, Inc.. P. 0. Box 492. Benton, KY 42025.

WASHINGTON (AP)- The million is the price tag officials
Pentagon said Monday the mili- have estimated through April 4
tary intervention in Libya cost -or for 17 days of the mission,
the U.S. an extra $608 million in the most recent figures availthe first few of weeks of the able.
The estimate shows a large
operation. Spending is down
significantly. though not as drop from what the U.S. spent in
the early days of the multinamuch as expected.
Defense Department spokes- tional operation that started
woman Navy Cmdr. Kathleen March 19 - roughly $55 milKesler said it will take several lion a day in the first 10 days,
weeks to tally exactly' how then about $8.3 million a day in
much has been spent. But $608 the .even that followed.

NOTICE
• The Murray Finance
Committee will meet at 5:30
p.m. today (Tuesday) at City
Hall to discuss the utility
budget for the 2011-2012 fiscal year.
• To report a Town Crier
item, e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com

For Best Results
Place Your Ad
With Us
Call 753-1916

action as our understanding and
fascination develops by accretion, observing interactions both
tender and violent."
The film was made on location
at Jeter's grandmother's now
abandoned home near Lynn
Grove.
Jeter began his film career as
an actor in the television series.
"Christy.- as a child. His grandparents, Marie and Cliff
Coleman. and his aunt. Jana
Little, operate Coleman Real
Estate in Murray. His father. Dr.
Norman Jeter, is a retired veterinarian. His mother. Debra Jeter.
is a professor at Vanderbilt
I.Jinversity. and .1:o-wilier of the
film.

From Front
According to a Dallas
International Film Festival
review, the movie starring Sarah
Hagan and Austin Vickers is a
-beautiful creation that evokes
the haunting qualities of memory' and mystery. Two iconic figures - Jess, an adolescent girl.
and Moss. a younger boy - seem
to occupy the center of a slowly.
unfolding narrative. They languish in a rural home and the
farmlands nearby. play-act
scenes of domesticity, and chat
about whatever comes into their
heads: age. death, sex. However.
emotionally charged moments
replace sustained dramatic

Check Out These Great Homes
I;

290 West Drive
11round pool v. ith diving board. Fenced
kyard. Includes 4 lots 3 bedrooms 2
Oath Formal living room and d:ning room.
Kitchen with all appliances. Washer and
dryer stays. Large whirlpool tub. Central
heat and air. Lots of windows. Long paved
tiny e .Attached garage Call Pat Cherry to
this home 293-03 Is.
Price Reduced to &145.000!
N ION

!axon Corey Keene
Jaxon Corey Keene. of Murray. was born and died on Friday.
April 8. 2011. at 7:25 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County.
Hospital.
He is survived by his parents. Corey and Whitney Keene of
Murray; Maternal Grandmother. Dana Prescott and husband. Mark
of Murray; Maternal Grandfather, Ronald Watkins of Paris, Tenn.:
Paternal Grandparents. Dale Keene and Theresa Ward of Buchanan,
Tenn.; Maternal Great-Grandparents. Danny and Judy Cunningham
of Murray, Dorothy Watkins of Pans, Tenn.: Paternal Uncle. PFC.
Andrew Keene of Afghanistan: Paternal Aunt. Amber Keene of
Buchanan, Tenn.; Maternal Aunt, Jessica Burkeen of Murray; also
survived by several great-aunts. great-uncles and cousins.
Graveside services will be held 10 a.m. today. Tuesday. April 12,
2011. in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Bro. Glynn Orr and Tim

Psi Cheer,
270-24J-113111

169 Metcalf
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom. 2 bath home located
in quiet subdivision Just north of town. Great
open floor plan with vaulted ceilings. beautiful
hardwood floors, cherry cabinets, granite countertops and stainless steel appliances. Large
master suite includes walk in closet with built in
storage units and master bath has double yamt) sinks and tiled shower with Jacuzzi tub
Large fenced in backyard. Spacious deck with
built in lighting makes for great entertaining
Professionally landscaped This home is a must
see" Priced at $16C,900 Mt s rrkso4i2
M10/:. 1.01".14/11..ri

• AMPBELL REALTY

Be Safe, Call Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to
be careful when you
begin your planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811 at 811
to have all utility lines
marked in the area in which
you will he digging.
For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.

?ports
?noes

Town Crier

Jeter, award...

"I'm so busy with my college classes
and church meetings that many
days Tm only at Fern Terrace long
enough to eat, sleep and do my
homework."
--Mark C. Fields

fitilUnaceof Murray

412 "ki. 12th St. • 719-8780 • campbellreallycom
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Winning is all in the
way you play the game
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By TOM RAUM
Sometimes in politics and magic number for passing bills
legislation, whether you win in the 435-member House.
Members of both parties say
is less important than how you
Boehner probably could assemwin.
That's the dilemma facing ble 218 votes easily, if he didHouse Speaker John Boehner n't care who cast them.
As an example, they point
as he tries to round up the
votes to pass a fast-approach- to the last short-term spending spending compromise and ing bill, which passed 271avert a partial government shut- 158 in mid-March. It contained
$10 billion in cuts, which
down by week's end.
Boehner, R-Ohio, wants the Democrats once called unacoverwhelming majority of those ceptable, and kept the governvotes to come from his fel- ment running for a few more
low Republicans, even if dozens weeks.
Of the 271 "yes" votes. 186
of easily attainable Democratic votes could help carry the came from Republicans and
85 from Democrats. Voting
budget bill to victory.
The goal complicates Boetui- "no- were 54 Republicans.
er's task, and possibly could That's more than one-fifth of
push the bill farther to the Boehner's 24I-member caucus.
"The loss of a couple of
right. It motivates him to battle for the votes of conserva- dozen Republicans, who simtive Republicans who are ply must pledge their fidelity
demanding deeper spending to the tea party, are the kinds
cuts, and greater changes to of casualties to be expected."
social issues such as abortion said Rutgers University conaccess, than the Democratic- gressional scholar Ross K.
controlled Senate and Presi- Baker.
Such a defection rate would
dent Barack Obama say they
put Boehner right at the 218
can accept.
"We control one-half of one- threshold. Some lawmakers
third of the government," he think his losses will be greater.
said last week. -We can't Rep. Paul Broun. R-Ga., said
impose our will on the Sen- any bill with less than $61
billion in cuts would be an
ate."
Eventually, both parties must insult, and he pledged to vote
.decide where to draw the line against it.
Scott and Broun voted for
in negotiations and whether to
risk a government shutdown the March 15 temporary extenthat could trigger unpredictable sion, so they were not among
the 54 Republicans whom
political fallout.
Some congressional veterans Boehner lost. If they move
say Boehner is taking the only into the "no" column on the
realistic approach for a speak- forthcoming six-month bill, he
er who wants to stay in power. would be losing ground, not
If he cuts a deal that relies gaining.
Other House Republicans
heavily on Democrats' votes,
he could alienate scores of insist on policy add-ons that
House Republicans, who might would curb environmental regin turn start seeking a new ulations, abortion access and
money for Obama's health care
leader.
"You always have to please overhaul. Democrats strenuat least half your caucus, plus ously oppose them.
The speaker "is doing a
one," said John Feehery, a top
aide to the previous Republi- great job managing an almost
can speaker, Rep. Dennis impossible process," said Terry
Holt, a Republican consultant
Hasten of Illinois.
Hasten had a "majority of and former Boehner aide. The
the majority" rule. It meant key for Boehner's team, he said,
he would bring no major bill is to remind wavering GOP lawto the House floor unless most makers that Democrats already
have capitulated to unpreceRepublicans supported it.
It didn't matter if every dented spending cuts, setting
House Democrat backed the the stage for deeper reductions
bill, which would allow it to ahead.
Democrats arc watching
pass with a minority of Republicans. In essence, Democrats' Boehner with bemusement and
votes were irrelevant to Hasten. apprehension.
"He's obviously doing a
Boehner is taking a similar
dance" with the factions of
approach. at least publicly.
Lawmakers and the White his caucus, said Rep. Chris
House are negotiating, but all Van Hollen, D-Md. "The tea
sides agree the measure should party wing of his party refuscut more than $32 billion from es to give any ground," Van
current-year spending. Many Hollen said. It demands "a
Republicans want deeper cuts. right-wing social agenda under
Boehner has told colleagues the guise of the budget. That
he wants at least 218 House will be unacceptable to the
Republicans to vote for the American people."
spending package. That's the

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
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Health stats and effect of mining on Ky.jobs
The Independent
Ashland, Ky.
When it comes to having
lifestyles that lead to poor
health, Kentuckians who live
east of Lexington are far ahead
of those who live in the rest
of Kentucky.
In fact of the 20 Kentucky
counties listed as the unhealthiest in the new County Health
Rankings released by the University of Wisconsin Population Health Institute and the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 19 are located east of
Lexington.
Owsley County was declared
the unhealthiest of the state's
120 counties, followed by Martin, Wolfe, Fulton, Magoffin.
Perry, Pike, Harlan. Letcher
and Knott counties. Only Fulton County, located in western Kentucky, is not east of
Lexington.
In contrast, the state's 10
healthiest counties are (almost)
all in northern and central Kentucky. They are Boone County. deemed the healthiest, followed by Oldham, Calloway.
Woodford. Scott, Lyon, Washington, Owen, Franklin and
Fayette counties.
Researchers — who ranked
the counties in all 50 states
— used five measures to assess
the level of overall health or
"health outcomes" by county:
The rate of people dying before
age 75; the percentage of people who report being in fair
or poor health; the numbers
of days people report being in
poor physical and poor mental health; and the rate of lowbirth weight infants.
It is no accident that residents of the healthiest coun-

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorials from newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
ties, as a whole, are better
educated, more prosperous and
have much greater access to
health care professionals than
residents of the 10 unhealthiest counties. The link between
poverty and poor health is
unmistakable, and access to
health care is a major reason
why people in rural areas are
less healthy than those living
in urban centers.
One reason obesity is so
prevalent among the state's
poorest residents is some of
the least expensive foods also
contain the most calories. Limited finances often force those
with large families to fix such
low cost meals as spaghetti,
cheese,
and
macaroni
casseroles, potatoes and beans
just to fill everyone's stomach.
In contrast. some of the healthiest foods — fresh fruits and
vegetables, for example — are
also among the most expensive.
Yet, many poor people living in rural areas could eat
healthier by having gardens
and growing fruit trees. Canning fruits and vegetables can
assure, that they are available
year around. Yet unlike their
parents and grandparents, fewer
Kentuckians today have gardens
or even know how to can fruits
and vegetables. If more did,they
could eat healthier without
breaking the family budget.
However, that ship must be

turned for the people of this
region to be healthier and live
longer. Those are two things
most people want to do, and
they can accomplish them by
making wiser lifestyle choices.
Herald-Leader
Lexington,Ky.
In explaining their dissatisfaction with the Environmental Protection Agency's regulation of the coal industry, Sens.
Mitch McConnell and Rand
Paul have said that more than
200,000 jobs in Kentucky
depend on coal, including about
18,000 miners.
McConnell's office told us
the 200.0(X) figure was based
on a 1994 study, "The Impact
of Coal on the U.S. Economy." by Adam Rose and Oscar
Frias of the Department of
Mineral Economics at Pennsylvania State University. The
National Coal Association commissioned the study.
In their study. Rose and
Frias used a national multiplier of 11.003. In other words,
for every mining job that's lost,
they estimated 11.003 jobs
would be eliminated.
McConnell and Paul apparently applied the 11.003 multiplier to Kentucky's current
18,000 mining jobs and came
up with 198.0(X), rounded up
to 200.000 total jobs from coal.
The problem with their cal-

culation is geographical. They
used a national multiplier to
estimate jobs within a state.
Kentucky mining jobs do
generate jobs outside the state
— in corporate headquarters
in Richmond, Va. and St. Louis.
for example, in power plant,
in other states and places where
mining equipment is manufactured.
The bigger the geographic
area, the bigger the economic
multiplier, although an 11 multiplier for coal is hefty.
In 2009, when the Bereabased Mountain Association
Community Economic
opment produced reports on
the economic impacts of coal
in Kentucky, the coal jobs multiplier used by the U.S. Commerce Department's Bureau of
Economic Analysis was 6.14
nationwide and 3.93 in Kentucky.
In the appendix of the Penn
State report cited by McConnell
and Paul there are charts on
coal's economic impacts by
state, based on data from the
Bureau of Economic Analysis
and the Energy Information
Agency.
Kentucky had 30,048 direct
mining jobs in 1992 resulting
in total employment of 118,162.
That's a multiplier of 3.89.
If about 30,000 mining jobs
yielded 119,000 total jobs in
1992. according to the report
cited by our senators. 18.000
mining jobs could not yield
200.0(X) total jobs today.
Perhaps Kentuckians should
apply a political multiplier and
everything
that
assume
McConnell and Paul say about
coal and the environment is
off by about two-ibird,

Close tax loop-holes to balance budget
By Tina Dupuy
Cagle News Service
The ravages of the economic downturn have left a series
of empty storefronts in my
neighborhood.
They exist as specters of a
former up-and-coming enclave
of local businesses. Now they're
home to hurried graffiti. the
occasional panhandler and once
a year to tax accountants.
Yes, the hallows of what used
to be local retail gems are now
spots for seasonal businesses
to sort out how much you're
paying the government for. as
Oliver Wendell Holmes put it,
"civilization."
Which pretty much sums up
Tax Day 2011. The middle
class and small businesses have
been wrecked by "too big to
fail- Goliaths who engaged in
ethically reprehensible - yet
shockingly legal practices.
And now, regardless of how
our government failed to guard
against an economic catastrophe. we still have to pay our
share of taxes to that same
government.
So we all have to "tighten
our belts- now. right? All of
us? In this together? To get
through this tough economic cli-

mate. together.'
Well. apparently. "too big
to fail" also means too big to
pay federal taxes.
Senator Bernie Sanders (lvi.) released his list of the
top 10 worst corporate tax
avoiders. A post on his website notes, "Exxon Mobil made
$19 billion in profits in 2009.
Exxon not only paid no federal income taxes, it actually
received a $156 million rebate
from the IRS, according to its
SEC filings."
It continues, "Over the past
five years. while General Electric made $26 billion in profits in the United States, it
received a $4.1 billion refund
from the IRS...Bank of America received a $1.9 billion tax
refund from the IRS last year,
although it made $4.4 billion
in profits and received a bailout
from the Federal Reserve and
the Treasury Department of
nearly SI trillion."
There are other names on
Scnator Sanders' list: Chevron.
Boeing. Valero Energy, Goldman Sachs, Citigroup. ConocoPhillips and Carnival Cruise
Lines.
Yes giant corporations
making giant profits - and keep.

rug it all by engaging their
of
cavalry
cost-effective
accountants. And in some cases
actually getting paid by the
treasury.
A Government Accountability Office report in 2008 found
that nearly two-thirds of US
companies pay no income tax.
So when teachers, firefighters
and policemen are being fed
a line about "shared sacrifice,"
it really means "shared sacrifice" among other teachers.
firefighters and policemen.
Of those on Sanders' list of
corporate tax cheats. Bank of
America seems to be in the
crosshairs of a few organizations. And rightly so, Bank of
America paid no federal income
tax in 2009.
None.
And yes. it was a bailout
recipient during the final days
of the Bush Administration.
Some 115 foreign tax-haven
subsidiaries enabled the Bank
of America to not pay federal taxes to its namesake
America.
So it's fitting that the Move
Your Money project mentions
them specifically Wikileaks is
also releasing damaging documents about the banking behe-

moth.
And US Uncut, which
describes itself as "a grassroots movement taking direct
action against corporate tax
cheats and unnecessary and
unfair public service cuts across
the U.S. Washington's proposed
budget.- calk Bank of America their primary target.
US Uncut accepts no donations whatsoever and held
demonstrations recently.
The rallies successfully shut
down BAN branches in DC
and San Francisco for the day.
So far the idea of corporations actually paying their taxes
spectrum
h)assug
(f
pponrcd a wide sctrum
garnered
Last week. Bill O'Reilly and
guest Lou Dobbs got miffed
at General Electric not paying
any federal taXes.
It's mainly because O'Reilly could somehow blame it
squarely (and unfairly) on
Obama even though it's been
going on since the current Pres
ident was a state senator.
On his Fox News Channel
show. O'Reilly said, "I want
GE to pay their fair share like
the rest Of us."
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Serger classes to
begin Friday
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Serger Classes will he presented once again
hy the Purchase Area Master Clothing
'Volunteers. They will be held Fridays. April
IS. 22 and 29 from 9 a.m. to noon at the
American Legion building, 310 Bee Creek
Dr.. Murray. (across from the Bee Creek
Soccer Coinplext. There is a fee for each class
and each class is a prerequisite for the next
class. Each participant should come with
their serger and manual and know how to
thread their serger. Projects will he completed and many aspects of the serger will be
taught. Participants must pre-register and
pre-pay. For more information, call the
Calloway County Extension Office at 753-

Special to the Ledger

1452.

Kirksey Lodge meets
Kirkseyr Woodinen Lodge 170 will meet tonight. Tuesday. at 6
p.m. at Pagliars. The business meeting will follow the meal and all
members are encouraged to attend.

East Calloway SBDM will meet
East Calloway Elementary School Site Base Decision Making
Council vi ill meet today. Tuesday. at 4 p.m. in the Teacher's Lounge.

Calloway High SBDM will meet
The Calloway County Iligh School Site Base Decision Making
Council will hold regularly scheduled meeting on Wednesday.
April 13. at 3:30 p.m. in the library media center. The public is invited to attend.

Great Rivers Sierra Club will meet
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The Great Rivers Group, Sierra Club, will meet Wednesday. April
13. at 7 p.m. in Room 1119 of the Murray State Biology Building.
topics to be discussed include "Rally for the Rivers- and the proposed Coal to Liquid Plant in western McCracken County. This
meeting is oral to the public. For information, call Gene Nettles.
(2701 236-2317.

Delta Department will meet
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday. April 13. at 11:15 a.m. for a program about the Murray
Group Honk: presented by Lisa Kim and Genie May.

Regents Relay team holds rebate day
Murray State University's Regents Residential College Relay for
Life leant will have a rebate day on Wednesday. April 13. at the Big
Apple co. Customers must tell the server before paying that they
are partiiipating in rebate. Proceeds will be donated to Relay for
Life. Fit more information. contact Regents College at 809-67(X).

Zeta Department will meet

The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thurslay. April 14. at 2 p.m. at the club house for "There's A Song
to Remember.- Thought for the Day will be by Dot McNabb
Hostesses are Dot McNabb and Thelma Bailey. Members are asked
to bring a favorite song, words or music, to share. Also, remember
to contribute to the "bakeless sale."

Epilepsy support group to meet

The Epilepsy Support Group will meet Thursday. from 6-7 p.m. in
the second floor waiting room in Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's South Timer. located off Vine Street. Meetings are open
to all interested persons. For more information. call (270)762-1566.

Cookout for a Cure to be Friday

Heritage Bank will hold their Second Annual "Cookout for a
Cure- in support of Relay for Life on Friday. April IS. from II a.m.
to 2 p.m at the South branch. 210 North 12th Street (across from
KFC1. Sack lunches will include a grilled hamburger or hotdog,
chips. drink and a dessert. All proceeds will be donated to Relay for
Life. Orders ot five or more are asked to notify the bank by April
14. by e-mailing glenn.fritts@ bankwithheritage.com or contacting
Jackie Thurman or Janice Claud at 753-7921.

Community Easter egg hunt to be held

e
The C.A. Jones Management Group will host a community-wid
free Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday. April 16, at the Murray Country
In
Club for kids eight and under. Registration begins at 9:30 a.m.
addition to the thrill of Laster egg hunting. this event offers inflatahies, crafts, games and pictures with the Easter Bunny. Participants
must pre-register at Elements. Vintage Rose Emporium or
University Book and Bean and should bring their own Easter basket
or
and picnic blanket. Box lunches will be available for purchase.
participants can bring their own.

Kids' Company registration begins
School
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Kids'
Murray Middle School and Murray Elementary.
Company summer registration will begin Monday. April 18, and
cafeteria
continue through Friday. April 22. from 3-5:30 p.m in the
school_
of each

The Ketreat
A Place to Rest. Relax. Restore.
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WINNERS:
WOMAN'S CLUB
recently recognized at Awards Night. They are, from left. Joetta Kelly, Rebecca Landolt, Jo
Crass. Gale Vinson. Oneida White and Diane Taylor.

MSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble
presents Provost's Concert Thursday
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble will
14th annual
present the
Provost's Concert on Thursday.
April 14. at 7:30 p.m. in the
Lovett Auditorium. This traditional concert is a salute to the
achievements and successes of
faculty, staff and administration
for the 2010-11 school year.
This concert is free and open to
the public.
-The wind ensemble and I are
always quite proud to present
this concert on behalf of the
stated
Office,Provost's
Director of Bands and Orchestra

Schedule your Free Consultation on April 14th
to see if these services are right for you!

Special to the Ledger
Tymeless Hearts. Inc. has
announced that May 27 is the
deadline to enter the My Little
Hearts Beauty Pageant to be
held at the Tymeless Hearts
Carnival on June 25 at Chestnut
Park.
The carnival will be from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.. and the beauty
pageant will begin at 2 p.m.
Boys and girls, ages newborn
to 13, are invited to sign up. The
entry fee is $25 and benefits
Tymeless Hearts, Inc. to help
families of children with heart
defects.
Judges for the pageant include
Karen Cain. owner of the Plaid
Rabbit; Valarie Burkett. owner

Activities will
be held Monday
Funtastic Families is a free
monthly program that offers
parenting opportunities and
children's activities. The program. "Stress Management."
will be Monday, April 18, at the
Adult and Family Education
building. 92 Chestnut Street,
from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Child care
and light dinner are included.
Pre-registration is encouraged
by calling 762-7333 or 7599592.

will be determined.
Donation jars will be placed at
the Plaid Rabbit, 209 North 12th
St.. to vote for the. most photogenic contestant from June 4-18.
For entry form and more infortymelesse-mail
mation.
hearts@"li ve.corn.

Baby Registry
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READY FOR PLANTING
Knock Out Roses
*Mandevilla
*Kimberly Fern *Encore Azaleas

took

Hour - Friday 4-7rN1
7
C171appy
'Xi-erne/if Ceetpel
Afreeej• tifierer'

Alc1.ting

.Cingine, an(I

Taylor Boggess & Chad Sheets
Linda & Matthew Barthoiorny
Mary Michael & Derek Brashears
Megan Brewer & Jamey Coe
Mandy & Kris Burnett
Jessica Buzzatto & Gene Hooper
Chrissie & Jed Clark
Patrice & Isaac Chew
Savona Coleman
Missy & Joe Crawford
Michelle & Paul Davis
Kayla & Scott Daniels
Shona Edwards & Robert Rogers
Antonia & Scott Faulkner
°era Gobert & Justin Weaver
Jennifer & Josh Garland
Amber & Chris Gillum
Julianne & Jared Harrell
Laryn Hignite & Patrick Atcher
Britta & Shane Ingrurn
Ashley Jones
Heather & Brandon Lawrence

Open
Alonday-FridAs
Saturdav 9-5 • Sunday 1-5
••••1/

Friendship Church of Christ
Gospel Singing
April 15 • 7:00 p.m.

Allison & Clay McClanahan
Jessica & Casey Naber
Megan & Ian Norris
Amanda & James Powell
Madeline Pliey & Chase Hobbs
Mandy & Hugh Rollins
Rachel & Brian Rommes
Rikki & Mitch Stewart
Kristy & John Spann IV
Sumer Taylor & Grant Page
Katherine & Jamey Tosh
Jessica Wilburn & Erick young
Jennifer Westphal

Gospel Meeting ,vith Speaker Stan Colley

Z,Z"

St

April 16-17
Saturday Night : 7:30 p.m.• Sunday Morning: 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Night: 7:30 p.m.
Everyone
is Welcome!

1710 C Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY 42071
270.761.REST
www.theretreatofmurray.com

of Hair & Beyond: and Pamela
Dial of K98 98.3 FM.
Contestants will be judged on
overall appearance. personality.
prettiest eyes. prettiest smile and
most photogenic. There will be
prizes and awards presented and
the King and Queen of Hearts

Y(11,1 Mt int ite(i t() a

Yoga with Gayle Rogers, CYI, RYT
Morning and Evening classes available
Perfect for ail levels, even beginners!
8 week classes begin April 18th

ducting student of Professor
Johnson. will then conduct
Aaron Copland's. "Preamble for
a Solemn Occasion.- Copland
arranged the piece for wind
band in 1974. It was written to
celebrate the first anniversary of
the United Nation's Declaration
of Human Rights. "I'm very
proud of Jesse's work with the
wind ensemble on this difficult
composition." said Johnson.
Following, the ensemble will
perform Englishman Phillip
Sparke's. "Dance Movements"
and conclude with "Dance of the
Ilytch
Peter
Jesters" by
Tsehaiko% sk%

My Little Hearts Beauty Pageant deadline May 27

We have added
NEW SERVICES just for you!.
Beauty Treatments by Dr. Corey Forester
BotOV •Juvederm-• Latisse.

Dennis L. Johnson. "And I
believe the music we have chosen will have some appeal for
everyone in the audience.Opening the concert will be
John Philip Sousa's. "Nobles of
the Mystic Shrine-. Sousa wrote
more than 130 marches in his
lifetime and garnered the title of
the "March King." Sousa wrote
this march after he was accepted
into the Ancient Arabic Order of
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine in
1922, and he was promptly
named the first honorary director of the Almas Temple Shrine
Band in Washington, DC.
Jessica Timmer. graduate con-

Fort Fieiman Camp # 1834.
Sons of Confederate Veterans.
of Murray. will be conducting a
memorial service and military
grave marker dedication for
Pvt. Patnck Sheehan 11832-74i,
a Confederate soldier of
Company C'. 33rd Tennessee
Infantry. CSA. on Saturday.
April 23, at 2 p.m., at Haynes
Cemetery in Calloway County.
The new military headstone was
acquired through the help of
VFW Post 6291 of Murray. The
public is invited to attend.
Pvt. Sheehan of Calloway
County was born 1832 in
Ireland. Settling in Calloway
County before 1860. he joined
other patriotic males from
southeast Calloway County in
1861 to defend their homes by
enlisting in the Confederate
Army in Company C of the
Infantry.
Tennessee
33rd
Wounded in action at least once
and twice captured, he served
until war ended in 1865. After
the war. he prospered in the
county purchasing two separate
parcels of land before his death
in 1874. His body was located
in the Tennessee River. His
grave has never been properly
marked with only a tiny metal
funeral home marker to document his existence.
To get to the cemetely from
the intersection of Fourth St.
and Main St./ Highway 94 in
Murray. take Highway 94 East
10.4 miles to Highway 1346;
turn right onto Highway 1346
and travel 1.1 miles to Kirk
Ridge Road; turn left onto Kirk
Ridge Road and travel 3.1 miles
to Haynes Cemetery Road: turn
Haynes
left onto
slight
Cemetery Road and travel 0.6
miles to Haynes Cemetery overlooking Kentucky. Lake.
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Hundreds Expected to Cash In Today by Selling
Silver & Gold Coins During Record High Market!

PAYI
FOL

By KEN MCINTOSH
STAFF WRITER
:ne rarest coins these cadecrars are
ICCA will be pio_ing ads :r neiAspopers,
looking for include $20. $10 $5 and $2
radio and running television spots this week
1/2 gold coins and any coin made before
asking people to bring in any old silver and
1850. These coins always bring bia
gold coins mode before 1965. Those that
speak
to
able
be
premiums according to the ICCA. Silv
bring in their coins will
their
have
and
one
dollars are also very sought after no'.-.
with collectors one on
eyes.
set
of
expert
an
with
at
Other types of items the ICCA .
coins looked
offers
,
members
ICCA
of
these
help
purchasing during this event include U S.
With the
coins
mode
have
that
those
to
made
currency, gold bullion, investment go!d
will be
based
be
made
will
Offers
silver bars, silver rounds, proof sets etc.
1965.
before
of
rarity
the
and
content
Even foreign coins are sought after and will
gold
or
silver
on
be purchased.
the coins. All coins made before 1965 will
Also at this event anyone can sell their
be examined and purchased including gold
gold jewelry, dental gold or anything made
coins, silver coins, silver dollars, all types of
of gold on the spot. Gold is currently trading
nickels and pennies Those that decide to
at over $1,100.00 per ounce near an all
sell their coins will be paid on the spot.
might
time high. Bring anything you think might
If you are like a lot of people you
be gold and the collectors will exar,-- have a few old coins or even a coffee
ever
have
test and price it for free If you decia•=2.
can full lying around. If you
might
now
worth
sell you will be paid on the spot - it has
wondered what they are
sell
even
and
out
find
been an unknown fact that coin dea
be your chance to
worth
be
could
They
have always paid more for jewelry and
them if you choose.
Coin
onal
Internati
gold than other jewelers and pawn
to
the
g
scrap
a lot accordin
ICCA.
as
known
also
on
brokers.
Associati
s
Collector
So whether you have one coin you thick
Collectors will pay a fortune for some coins
might be valuable or a large collection you
and currency for their collections. If it is
recently inherited, you can talk to these
rare enough, one coin could be worth over
collectors for free. If youCre lucky you may
$100,000 according to Eric Helms, coin
have a rarity worth thousands. Either way
collector and ICCA member. One ultra rare
there is nothing to lose and it sounds !
dime, an 18945 Barber, sold for a record
fun!
$1.9 million to a collector in July of 2007.
For more information on this event vs'
While that is an extreme example, many
the ICCA vvebsife at
rare and valuable coins are stashed away
WWW.INTERNATIONALCOINCOLLECTORS.COM
in dresser drawers or lock boxes around the
members
country. The ICCA and its collector
hove organized a traveling event in search
of all types of coins and currency. Even
common coins can be worth a ";ignificant
amount due to the high price of silver and
gold, says Helms. Washington quarters
and Roosevelt dimes can be worth many
times their face value. Recent silver markets
CONTINUES IN MURRAY.
have driven the price up on common coins
made of silver. Helms explains that all half
EVERY DAY dollars, quarters and dimes made before
THROUGH SATURDAY
1965 contain 90% silver and are sought
after any time silver prices rise. Right now
it's a sellers market he said.
APRIL 12TH"- 16TH

FREE

ADMISSION

II

3
UP
iirktr;

SI
UP

• Gather items of interest from your
attic, safe deposit box, garage,
basement, etc. There is no limit to
the amount of items you can bring
• No appointment necessary
• If interested in selling, we will
consult our collector's database to
see if a buyer exists. 90% of all
items have offers in our database

SEAT
UF

• The offer is made on the spot on
behalf of our collectors making
the offer
• if you decide to accept the offer,
we will pay you on the spot!
• You get 1000/0 of the offer
with no hidden fees

KENN
UP Tr:

UP

•T.F 9ANI-6PM
.

SAT.9Atilla4PM
HAMPTON INN & 'SUITES

COINS
Any and all coins made before 1965, rare
coins, entire collections, Silver Dollars,
Half Dollars, Quarters, Dimes, Half Dimes,
Nickels, Three Cent Pieces, Tvvo Cent Pieces,
Cents Large Cents Half Cents and all others.

1415 LOWES DRIVE
MURRAY KY 42071

DIRECTIONS:(270) 767-2226
SHOW INFO:(217) 707-7767

PAPER MONEY
All denominations made before 1934.

MILLIONS
SPENT!
1000 NATION ,.'

GOLD COINS
Including $20, $10, $5, $4, $3, $2.5,
$1, Private Gold, Gold Bars, etc.

INVESTMENT GOLD
Kruggerands, Lanodian Maple Leafs,
Pandas, Gold Bars, U.S. Eagles and
Buffalos, e'•

ther COIN DMA

EVENTS!

4
tz
4
1
1q$
;''—'1

PAID $1,800

GOLD
IS TRADING AT ALL TIME HI
OW IS MI TIM! TO CASH

SCRAP GOLD
Br'r and unused jewelry, dental gold

PAID $2,800

JEWELRY
Diamond rings, bracelets, earrings, loose
diamonds, all gem stones, etc.

PLATINUM
Anything made of platinum.

-

II

4

SILVER
Flatware, tea sets, goblets, jewelry, etc and
anything marked sterling

PAID $250
,
4h10%
-/ffi

1

PAID $14,000
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Paid AlverUsement

PAYING CASH FOR THE
FOLLOWING COINS & CURRENCY

WE BUY SCRAP
GOLD & GOLD
JEWELRY

WHEAT BACK CENT
UP TO $1,500*

BRAIDED HAIR LARGE CENT
UP TO $3,800*

2 CENT PIECE

3 CENT PIECE
UP TO $2,500*

BUFFALO NICKEL
UP TO 51800

JEFFERSON "WAR" NICKEL
UP TO $2 000*

UBERTY "V NICKEL
UP TO $2,800*

SHIELD NICKEL
UP TO $4 000*

CAPPED BUST HALF DIME
UP TO $10,000*

BARBER DIME
800,
UP TO $2,

MERCURY DIME
UP TO $3 O.

SEATED UBERTY DIME
UP TO $6,500*

STANDING UBERTY QUARTER
UP TO $4,400*

BARBER QUARTER

WALKING LIBERTY HALF DOLLAR

KENNEDY HALF DOLLAR
UP TO 8X FACE VALUE*

BARBER HALF DOLLAR
UP TO $6,750*

PEACE DOU.AIR
UP TO $3,000"

MORGAN SILVER DOLLAR
UP TO $100 000*

1797 $1
UP TO $200.000

1798 $5
UP TO $125,000*

DRAPED BUST HALF CENT
UP TO $5,000*

1832 CLASSIC HALF CENT
UP TO $80000

INDIAN CENT
•

-•
7
1
'
111'

OFFERS BASED ON
GREYSHEET PRICES

WE ALSO PURCHASE
4
SILVERWARE SETS

EE
FR
ADMISSION
CONTINUES IN MURRAY

POCKET WATCHES
SPORTS 1MEMORBILIA
COMIC BOOKS

-

EVERY DAY
TUESDAY - SATURDAY
WE HAVE UNCOVERED SOME
OF THE RAREST NOTES IN
UNITED STATES HISTORY!
BRING IN YOUR OLD BANK
NOTES TO FIND OUT IF YOU
HAVE A HIDDEN GEM!

APRIL 1 2TH

;*

16TH

T-F. 9AM-6PM
SAT 9AM-4PM
HAMPTON INN & SUITES
1415 LOWES DRIVE
MURRAY, KY 42071
DIRECTIONS:(270) 767-2226
SHOW INFO:(217) 787-7767

— 4.,4t
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*This amount depends upon rarity, condition
and what collectors ore willing to pay
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PREP BASEBALL

Murray High prepares for
rain-delayed All-`A' Classic

Kennedy
reportedly
finalist for
Miami job
HURRICANES
EXPECTED TO NAME
COACH IN
`NEXT FEW DAYS'
Staff Reload
Murray State head coach Billy
Kennedy :s a finalist lot the vacant position at Miami. according to published
reports in the Miami Herald.
The newspaper reported Saturday that
finalists are Richmond's Chris Mooney,
Harvard's Tommy Amaker, Kennedy,
Alabama-Birmingham's Mike Davis.
Auburn's Tony Barbee, as well as Jet.)
Capel and John Pelphrey. who were
recently fired by Oklahoma and Arkansas,
respectively.
Kennedy served as an assistant at
Miami for one season prior to coming to
Murray State. He coached under former
head coach Frank Haith, who recently left
Miami for the head coaching position at
Missouri.
Sources said Sunday' that Miami could
hire a new coach "in the next few days.-

MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL

Bonds waits
as jury
deliberates
File Photo

St. Mary at Ty Holland Field last spring. Lawson and the
Murray High sophomore Sawyer Lawson delivers this pitch in a game against
round game against No. 7 seeded Reidland on Thursday. Murray
Tigers are set to begin the First Region AIWA Classic this week with a first
to claim the First Region title.
want
Tigers
the
if
key
be
will
staff
head coach Mike Johnson said his pitching

JOHNSON SAYS TIGERS NEED MORE CONSISTENCY AT THE PLATE IN
ORDER TO ADVANCE TO TITLE GAME FOR FOURTH-STRAIGHT YEAR
By RiCKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Several of the questions Murray
High head coach Mike Johnson had
entering this season were answered
early on. including the quick development of a formidable starting rotation.
which replaced its top two pitchers
from a year ago.
While that came as good news for
the Murray High skipper. other issues
have began to plague the Tigers a bit as
of late, issues that Johnson said he didn't expect to have to focus on now 13
games into 2011 and on the brink of
the First Region AIWA' Classic.
The first of these being some inconsistency at the plate.
"We have thrown the ball pretty
well. but our hitting has been really up
and down. and that's something I didn't anticipate." Johnson said Monday
afternoon. "I thought we would be able
to score a little bit. but that's kind of a
question mark for us now going into
the

-It's almost the reverse of what we
thought we would have."
In their first 13 contests, the Tigers
have scored five or fewer runs in seven
games. includir g five games with
fewer than two. In the other six games.
however, Johnson's Tigers have plated
more than seven, and have scored more
than 10 in five of the six games.
Johnson said the first step in righting the woes at the plate is taking every
at bat "a little more seriously."
"We have really just talked about
making every at-bat a quality at-bat,Johnson said. "It's not as much about
getting a hit as it is just going up there
and seeing some pitches and getting
that quality at-bat."
Johnson said his team will have to
figure out a way to do that quickly, as
his team prepares to face one of the
region's hotter teams come Thursday
in the opening round of the All-'A'
aginst Reidland.
The Greyhounds enter the tournament, which has been pushed bock a

day due to inclement weather. at 6-2 on
the season, and according to Johnson.
"are not a typical seven-seed" in a tournament that he said has six to seven
legitimate contenders.
"(Reidland) has played really well
this year," Johnson said. "It's not a
pushover at all, and there are six or
seven teams that hace played well
enough this spring to win the whole
thing, and they are one of them."
Johnson believes his No. 2 seeded
Tigers are too, however, and for good
reasons, most of which start on the
bump.
Austin Adams and John Lollar have
solidified their spots atop the Tiger
rotation, while eighth grader Zach
Grogan has come on as a legitimate
third optimi to tow the rubber for the
Tigers.
Meanwhile, the bullpen has also
been solid this season in spots, something Johnson said he admittedly worried about entenng the year
"The depth of your pitching is going

to be a big part.- Johnson said. "And
we feel like we have good pitching
depth and we have the ability and a
team good enough to win it."
It Murray gets by Reidland and
advances into the semi-finals, the
Tigers would see the winner between
Mayfield and Hickman County on
Saturday before the winner of that
game would ads ance to Sunday's
championship.
Johnson said the three day format is
a bit of a concern for him right now,
but fully expects his team to pull it
together before they fate off against
the Greyhounds.
"We are going to havc to play three
games in a row, and that's something
that we haven't been able to do yet. is
play back to back to back games and
play well in all three."
issues for
The consistency
Johnson's club got a little dimmer earlier in the month, when junior catcher
111See TIGERS, 9A

COLLEGE BASK ETBAll .

Kentucky's Kanter says he was unaware he or family
were doing anything wrong when accepting benefits
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP/ — was only 14. 15 or 16 years old.
Enes I didn't know anything. When I
freshman
Kentucky
Kanter said he didn't know he was 14. 15 and 16. I didn't
was doing anything wrong understand what money was.
"I would' just take money
when he and his family accepted excessive benefits while he from my dad."
The 6-foot- IL 262-pound
played for a club basketball
team in his native Turkey as a center from Istanbul is still taking classes at Kentucky and
teenager.
Kanter, who threw out the said he will finish his semester
first pitch Friday at Kentucky's before going to Chicago to prebaseball game against Auburn, pare for the NBA draft with
was declared permanently inel- trainer Tim Grover. He said he's
igible on Jan. 7 and couldn't eager to play again since he
contribute to the Wildcats' run hasn't played in a real game
to the Final Four. The NCA A since last April's Nike Hoop
ruled he accepted $33,0.13 Summit.
Dealing with the N('AA's
more than his actual and necessary expenses while playing process was hard, he said, but
club added that his coaches and
Turkish
the
with
teammates encouraged him to
Fenerbahce.
"I didn't think I did some- continue working toward the
thing had, you know? I just NBA. Though he was not eligicame here for school. I came ble to play in games or lids el
here for education." Kanter with the team, he was allowed
said. "When I was in Turkey. I to practice with the team.

Kanter said he doesn't mind
where he goes in June's NBA
draft, though most mock drafts
have him somewhere among
the lottery picks.
"I have no idea. It doesn't
matter." he said. "I will just try
to do my best. I will just try to
show everybody — nobody's
seen me play yet. I base to
show everybody."
While he was ineligible.
Kanter said he took it upon
himself to practice again J.
center
Kentucky
Harrellson. who assumed itic
role of the Wildcats' starting
big man. Harrellson proved to
be one of the country's most
improved players, averaging
7.6 points and finishing second
in the Southeastern Conference
with 8.7 rebounds per game.
Harrellson averaged just I.
points and 1.2 rebounds pet
game as a junior in 2009- loo

Kentucky basketball freshman Enes Kan'er
watches a basketball scrimmage from the sidelines during NCAA college basketba I Big Blue
Madness at Rupp Arena in Lexington.

HOME RUN KING HAS
TO WAIT AT LEAST
ONE MORE DAY FOR
VERDICT
RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (API — Bata s
Bonds is going to have a longer wait
his verdict.
The jury considering four felony counts
against the home run king delibera, '
without a conclusion for the second
Monday. The eight women and four men,
who started their discussions on Friday
before a weekend break, will resume work
Tuesday morning.
The gap between closing arguments
and verdict has grown longer than the gap
between Bonds' record-tying and recordbreaking home runs in 2007. The former
MVP broke Hank Aaron's home run record
on Aug. 7 when he hit No. 756, three days
after matching Aaron.
Bonds, who also holds the single-season home run mark of 73, is charged with
three counts of making false statements to
a grand jury in 2003 and one count of
obstruction of justice. He's accused of
lying when he denied receiving steroids
and human growth hormone from personal trainer Greg Anderson, and for saying
he allowed only doctors to give him an
injection.
For those trying to get a peek into the
jury's thoughts, the panel has made
requests to rehear two pieces of evidence
that both center on the injection count.
On Friday. the jurors asked to hear a
replay of the 2003 secret recording made
by former Bonds business partner Steve
Hoskins in which Anderson talks about
injecting the slugger. Before the resumption of deliberations Monday the panel
spent 71 minutes hearing court reporter
James Yeomans read back the March 31
testimony of Bonds'former personal shopper Kathy Hoskins -- Steve's sister. She
testified that she saw Anderson inject
Bonds near the navel in 2002, becoming
the only one of 25 witnesses at the trial to
claim firsthand knowledge of Bonds being
injected.
"This was very' damaging testimony
that contrasted starkly with his denials of
steroid use that are the heart of this perjurc
case." said legal observer Joshua Berman.
a former prosecutor who is now a criminal
defense attorney in Washington D.C.
However, it's impossible to discern
how many of the 12 jurors are focusing on
that testimony and whether they teel the
injection answer was material, or in as
pain's terms, important, to the grand .iiirc 's
in',+estigation. To convict Bonds or ii a kit
filse statement, the jury must find both
that what Bonds said was a he and one that
had in effect on the grand !tory
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m ppd
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Co. 5 p m ,pprl
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m ppd
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ppd
Today
Calloway Co at Chnstian Co
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(at Mayfield)
Ii Ballard Memonal vs CCA
pm
(4) St Mary vs CFS.1-leath, 7
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Monday
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Today
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Today
Southern
St ppd
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Raversteck Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415
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SCOREBOARD
Prep Baseball
Monday
r rt. p{wl
First Region All A Classic
Hem,
(121 Cii, tnt nPi,y,rs:
,pd
P
lo.
I.
(91 Commiir It\ I h,
Co.Spnr omit
(11) Fulton City at 16) Hickman Cc 5
m Plx1
(10) Fulton (.,' at (71Re(dland 5 p m
ppd
Today
Calloway Co at Chnstian Co , 6 p in
First Region AN 'A Classic
(at Mayfield)
)Ballard Memorial vs CCA/Carksle 5
pm
(4) St Mary vs CFS/Heatti. 7 30 o m
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posiished
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nt

Prep Softball
Monday
First Region All A Classic
tat Reidland)
(1) Reidland ys i91 Mayfieid 5 30 p m
pod
i4) Ballard Memorial vs i5) Hickman
Co. 715 p m.ppd
Today
Calloway Co at Graves Co 5 30 p m
First Region All 'A' Classic
(at Reidlend)
(2) Heath vs (7) St Mary, 530 pm
(3) Murray vs (61 Carlisle Co 7 15
psi

Central Division
P,
GB
7.
60 20 750
37 44 457 2312
A 1,11,i'•.4
34 47 420 2612
lvii
29 52 358 3112
18 63 222 4212
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
L Pct GB
W
61 19 763
z-San Antonio
6
55 25 688
x -Dallas
15
46 34 575
.-Memphis
46 35 568 1512
x-New Orleans
19
42 38 525
Houston
Northwest Division
L Pet GB
W
-54 26 675
y Oklahoma City
5
49 31 613
x Denver
7
47 33 588
x-Portland
38 43 469 1612
Utah
37
17 63 213
Minnesota
Pacific Division
L Pct GB
—
55 25 688
A Lakers
17
38 42 475
Phoenix
20
35 45 438
Golden State
31 50 383 2412
IA Clippe-s
31
24 56 300
Sacramento

WILLARD JONES Jones Photo
the
The All-First Region team was named after the girls championship game at
Cunningham
Alyssa
left:
from
row,
back
CFSB Center in March. Pictured,
,
Co.),
(Calloway Co.). Karlee Wilson (Calloway Co.), Taylor Futrell (Calloway
Front
(Murray).
Starks
Janssen
(Murray).
Armstrong
Sian House (Murray). Haley
row: Averee Fields (Calloway Co.),

x-clinched playoff spot
y-clinched division
ti-clinched conference

.11
National Basketball Association
All Times CDT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
LOot GB
W
—
55 26 679
y-Boston
42 38 525 1212
x-New York
14
41 40 506
x-Philadelphia
31
24 57 296
New Jersey
33
22 59 272
Toront,
Southeast Division
L Pct GB
W
—
57 24 704
6
51 30 630
x -Orlando
13
44 37 543
x-Atlanta
24
33 48 407
Charlotte
34
23 58 284
Washington

From MSU Athletics
The Murray State women's
tennis team has been named the
No. 5 seed in the 2011 Ohio
Conference
Val ley
Championship to he held this
weekend at the Larry Heflin
Tennis Center in Paducah.
The Racers 110-12. 5-3
()VC) will face No. 4 Austin
Peay in the quarterfinals Friday;
at 10 a.m.
MSU finished in a threeway tie for third in the 2011
regular season standings with
APSU and Eastern Kentucky.
The Murray State men's ten'ills team will be the No. 6 seed
at the 2011 Ohio Valley
Conference Championship.
The Racers(5-14. 2-5 OVC)
will face No. 3 Tennessee Tech
Friday at 2 p.m.

•Tigers

Sunday's Games
Chicago 102. Orlando 99
Miami 100. Boston 77
Memphis 111. New Orleans 89
Detroit 112. Charlotte 101
Toronto 99. New Jersey 92
New York 110. Indiana 109
Dallas 115. Phoenix 90
Sacramento 104. Golden Stale 103
Oklahoma City 120. LA Lakers 106

College Softball
Today
Southern Illinois-Edwardwile at Murray
St ppd

NI

Racer
women net
5th seed,
men 6th

.
issurafig

Van Ilaversiock

II \NIS

1t11 R\ 1\1,

n day left fielder for Johnson until
a
I
Heskett the injury, but moved behind the
pulled his hamstring in a contest plate after Johnson said a couple
of other options didn't pan out
against Dawson Springs.
Heskett, who was hitting in how he anticipated.
Defending champion Ballard
the No. 3 spot and leading the
Tigers in hitting at .580 before Memorial is the No. 1 seed for
the injury. hasn't taken a swing this week's tournament, and the
since April I according to Bombers and Murray; could meet
in the championship on Sunday.
Johnson.
Ballard knocked Murray
Filling in the void left by
Heskett's departure to the High out last year in the semifiinjured list is freshman Carver nals.
First pitch for Murray's openLawson. who hadn't caught
ing round game against Reidland
since seventh grade.
Lawson had pretty much is set for 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
solidified himself as the everyFrom Page 8

Monday's Games
Miami 98, Atlanta 90
Charlotte 105. New Jersey 103
Orlando 95. Philadelphia 85
Washington 95, Boston 94, OT
Cleveland 110, Detroit 101
Milwaukee 93. Toronto 86
Utah 90. New Orleans 78
Dallas at Houston. 8 30 p m
Golden State at Denver, 9 p m
Minnesota at Phoenix, 10 p.m
Oklahoma City at Sacramento. 10 p in

MUTUAL FUNDS
SportsBriefs

LAS

FOR RELIEF or itlECIK
PAIN
AND BACH
directeo

• The Murray Iligh School
Tiger and Lady Tiger basketball
banquet will be held on Sunday.
April 17 at 2 p.m. at MHS.
Desserts will be served.
Basketball players, managers,
cheerleaders and dance team
members will be recognized.
Friends and family members are
invited to attend_ There is no
admission charge for this event.
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FINANCIAL PLANNING

- Use as

It's just what the doctor ordered.
1,-

.1 ,
, rrn,

•

• Gate proceeds from the
May 2 softball game between
Murray and Callowa County at
Murray will be given to a local
breast cancer concern Donations
will also be taken and a silent
auction held to supplement the
gate proceeds

,

t111fr not,-

,
test

)R

TAX FREE BONDS

lOday

in the aches
rue-s and
t(sst to( used anti ate(n

.. .1e,

LAMB'S SMALL ENGINE
r-

101 Industrial Road • Murray • 753-2925

-2)

YOUR NEXT MOWER'

Vind Or....toPOenviomer.cono too rnoce tolionnahon.

Winkler sets
record in
endurance
run

aro You Ready For
a thaliehge?

Staff Report
SLiltl Winklei. a Marra)
physical therapist. recently finished first in the Howard
Aslinger Foundation Ultra
Endurance Run in Cape
Girardeau. Mo.
12-hour
the
During
endurance run. Winkler set a
new course record running 62
miles.

"WING CHALLENGE"...
10 Firehouse Wings, 2 Minutes,
No Sharing, No Breaks
& No Napkins.'

I

FREE
APPETIZER
with Entree Purchase

SHOPPES OF MURRAY •(2701 762-0022

I

It's your life and your money.
All you need is a financial professional to
partner with you to help make sure you get
the most from both • So call Merk Vinson
today at Hentage Solutions and put your
mind at ease He has the experience to
tulip provide you with the answers to your
4101111111ns and the products to help make
your plans a reality Know that as an

CALLOWAY COUNTY TOUCHDOWN CLUB
FISH FRY
Sunday, April 17th
11:00am-2:00pm

expeneneed member of the Heritage
Solutions team he is always looking out
for your Me. your money, and your future.

270.753.9034

866.507.6583

Calloway County High School Cafeteria

Tickets $10 for adults & $5 child (10 and under)
Tickets are available from any Calloway County Football Player
or by calling 270-293-2479 or 270-227-3255
Tickets also available at the door on Sunday, April 17th.
Carry out orders available as well.

Items are being collected for a Silent Auction at the Fish Fry!
So come join us after church for a southern Fish Fry and all the fixin's!
Calloway County
Laker Football

All proceeds benefit the
Calloway County Football Program

HERITAGE
SOLUTIONS
INSURANCE &INVESTMENTS
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PUBLIC NOTICE
The ;Slurray Planning Commission will hold a
public hearing on 'Tues.. April 19. 2011 at
5.00p.m. in the council chamber of City Hall.
iocated at 104 N. St to review the following.
Rezoning request from r-2 single family, to b2 highway business) - 633 N 4th St.
Greg and Rids Williams • The Murray Board
pf Zoning Adjustments will hold a public
heanng on Wed. April 20. 2011 at 4:30 p.m in
the council chambers of City Hall. located at
104 N. 5th St to review the following'
Variance request for a carport in front yard
1713 Keenland Dr. - Jimmy Taylor*
Conditional use permit applicant for go-cart
facility- 800 Chesnut Street-Quentin Hine, &
Bruce Carter "• All interested persons are
invited to attend If further information is
needed, please contact the Murray PlanninLi
Department at 762-0330

GET THIS I X1
Al)FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Booth for rent to
['sensed cosmotologist
270-978-5520 or
270-350-6359
Jones
C.A.
Management Group
has the following postlions available:
Part-time Mail Clerk
(10am-3pm M-F)
Full-time
Supervisor

Janitorial

Please visa the
Careers section of
www.chucklones.net
for more information on
our current positions
and on how to apply.

gentile_
Lit
-61.41-ktit
• rna$Frset • Parksicli•
Steirisece. h

DISCLAIMER
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mertioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
I
I

050
Lost and Found

I

JUST give us a call,
we II be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Lo-Ca'

n‘S,'

When assessing the
-help wanted- section
on our slassitiects
webpage at
murrayledger cum.
wu will be redirected
to lobnetwork corn
default.
Murray and local fob
appear on
will
listings
this web-tie
However. as a national
webyite. not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
41.1g, Thank siru
lot,11,

'ENGINEERING and
Surveying firm seeking
a Civil Engineer for
commercial and residential site layout and
design including utilities and hydraulic tacoties. PE license and
AutoCAD experience
required Competitive
salary and benefits, full
or part time position
Close to
available
•.
'

BRIGGS & STRAFTON is seeking part-time employees mi seasonal produccon The following part-time
schedules are available
- 12 30'a m
4 00 p
4 00 p m -10 30 p m
1230am -6 30am
Positions are also available for a pan-time weekend
crew (Saturday 8 Sunday 1000ant -10 00 p m and
1000pm - 1000am
Benefits include pad holidays productivity rewards
and employee appreciation events A drug screen and
background check is required and provided by the
company Applications will be ayaiiabie online 4;11 •
Ihrough 4'18:11 at "tittrfisnreritistost,O"
Applications wrS remain active tor 90 days Please
orali,e app,icativn ov proydiog
sure to comoime
:iio'ne and On a camper,
Pvcse-iei,ce
established reputation of excellence BRIGGS
,
TRATTON ari equai opportunity employer

Mediacorni
Cable Television Job Opportunities
SERVICE TECHNICIAN - BENTON. KY to perform field technical work for both cable television installation, high speed data networking.
including routers, for transmission or transport
of voice, multimedia, or data. Responsibilities
include daily organization of service calls, customer relations problem solving, maintenance
duties, and for turn-on of new distribution system. Must be able to climb poles with proper
equipment. ladders or other structures as needed. Litt and carry up io 70 lbs. use bucket truck
when required Work within limited confines,
such as crawl spaces. On cal' duty required.
Requirements include six months Service as
Installer Technician or equivalent previous
experience Valid drivers license, satisfactory
driving record, Knowledge of PC's. client/server architectures. bndges. local area networks.
wide area networks, and IP networks are highly
desired Ability to operate all tools and equipment in a safe and responsible manner Good
written and oral communication skills. Ability to
work in all weather conditions and at various
heights. Ability to work flexible work hours.
including evenings, weekends, holidays and
overtime as required. Must have High Schoc
Diploma or GED

LARGE
SELECTION

Lake Way Nursing
and Rehabilitation
Center is now
accepting applications for the following position: Parttime RN day shift
Must be licensed in
the state of
Kentucky. Apply in
person af Lake Was
Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, K5 42025
E0E.AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

Masons needed
270-217-3530

Call

PECO
har•die V ys.c.x•
Mon-Fn 8-500
-hq.x4hr•

270-38-Ei

Mediacom
-re e •

Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to .
PO Box 363
Murray.KY
,
42071

Meciacorn is seeking an INSTALLER •

has
LOCAL salon
booth for rent Please
call 753-5902 for more
information

WANTED HOUSES
Offices to clean.
References
978-3583
11121USillellS
Opportunity
Rea
Hopkir syilie
Estate night lisensing
Beginning
classes
Investment is
4,11
Call/text
$960 00
Deloise Adams 270223-0789
www.facebook.com/De
tome Adams

PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE
selling lot, building.
licenses, fixtures, and
inventory.
Recession proof
business
hestoric location
Contact
1241 LIQUORS
at 270-KEG-1241
5300K

THINK you could oe
interested in becoming
a REALTOR'?
1 Go online to
CENTURY 21 Con'
,
2 Troc

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3556
m.cludeS video which
makes the course
easier
4 YL,Li even have your
'ow,' Personal tutor

'

Calloway Carden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dri‘c
I BR & 28ft Apt,
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
6
Est. 283 .
F Ooai .pirtunftv

Cy

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today
appointment
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based On income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
&
Mon
492-8721.
Thurs
10-12pm TDD No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opporti.-,',

6051 South 12th Si

(270) 753-1713

NOW LEA&
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Mon dci
Wednesc,. :
Phone 75, 4i8-t
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Quiet apartment in
Al.
Lynn Grove area
utilities paid 5600rro
plus deposit
270-492-8211

GRASS seed 3 Seib
Red Clover. 4 5010
Perennial Rye. Best
offer by Weds @ 5 gets
all. 615-478-4724
Musical
_J

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
403 Chestnut St.
Guitar. Pane, Drums
Voice & More!
Adults Welcome!
Also. DJ & Sound
We Train Youth
Bands,

(270)978-1961

QUALIFIED CANDIDATES MAY APPLY AT

Sirloin Stockade now
hiring experienced grill
cook_ Please apply in
person.

1

140
Want to Buy

Houses For Rent
Mobile 18041115 For Sale

North
2BR. 'IBA,
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826.
3BR, 2BA 2.5 car
garage. paved drive.
take access, and ramp
$500 00/mc. Security
references
and
No inside
required
pets. 436-2427
F,rillt1

L
•OWNER FINANCE'
1996 Superior doublewlde with land. 3BR
2BA. Newly updated
corner lot. 90 Joseph
DR. Almo. KY. $2950
Down $633 month. Cali
Ruthie 275i 753-2222

NEWLY
REMODELED
28R & Lot $13,900
Reasonable Oiler

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50
753-7668

You Can Own ft
Don't Wm Out

M7017104012

G&C
STORAGE and

280
Mobile Homes For Rent
1
14X70 2BR on 1 acre
Yard
lot. Very clean.
mowing included No
pets.
inside
plus
$325.00/mo
deposit. 270-623-6314
or 270-994-9158
2BA
2BR
$350 00/rno.deposit
293-9176
No pets
767-0583
New
BA
1
2BR
Concord
270-977-7881
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Private Single
Lot. 3 miles
North Of Murray.

BUYING Old U S Coin
Over
Collections
Experience
30vrs
:936999

'

812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town,
Make offer. 293-7252.

i270)
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 5. 4TH ST.
121 •
10X10 $25 10115 $40
12701 436-2524
12701293-690h

( erne, ..f

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 NI. 12th St.
•
Behind Murray Business Center

Murray

ACE
2003 Honda
Shadow, immaculate,
2 000 miles 293-5476

753-2905 •

BRAND NEW
Lake Vacation Home
On 1.71 AC $97.500
Includes FREE Boat
Slips Gorgeous new
designer- ready 1952
sqft lake home in
specatuular park like
setting near lake. Muse
see' Only one. Call
noel -800-704-3154,
x 36'45
wwnekylakesalecom

LOT FOR SALE

(270)705-1780
he ultimate duplex with tem./carport kw,'

'din most dworalife part of Islorthwoud.
.213.11 kilt bath qn Mit+
. ctisl
-ule Central vaiimins aystesnowase

Services.
In 1998. Center for

II

aciVard with matching storage.buitding
.hich.could simple be made Into the perfil:t
oilier id law.home. Friendly owner financ

4BR, 2BA 2500sqft. on
3 acres. Lakefront,
located on Cypress
Creek. Fully furnished
and decorated. New
tub
hot
dock.
$499,000.
270-293-4602

'ng.avaitable'with no estiMates.
r Closing cOstx:involved..(lull -for
ttestionsisfimf•mti Leicati.41 X. I VIS
'

Commerical Prop. For Rent
2,100 SqFt 3 office
spaces 1.000 SqF
1 block
storeroom
West of court square
753-8964
RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
5000
$750 00/month
270-492-8211

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

Nits& Supplies
lOwk old beagle mix
puppies
To
Shots wormed
good home only
978-6404
German
AKC
Shepherd puppies for
sale Dewormed shots
6 females 5350-550
Call 907.2t8.1 367

April
Showers
ring May
Flowers!

Shit-zu pups Male
AKC shols.wormed.
270-804$300 00
8103 evenings

390
Lwestock & Supplies]

1
1

lireiR&TIMES
Home Delivery
LociallM ail
&30.00
3 mo.
$35.00
r3
$55.00
6
,
$63.00!
$105.00 6
r.
$110.00
1 1r.

HORSE
BOARDING
.Stall or Pasture
xs 115 coo
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All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$70.50 3 mo.
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.
and Medicaid Service
implemented "Nursin
Compare," a nationa
nursing home report cai
sides information o
Medicare and Medicaid
nursing home in ear
including inspection
hours of direct care. ant
it measures for shortterm residents.
The goal is to pros
ing home residents
families with a mech
assess nursing home
enabling them to mak
tions between low and

Log home for sale Sh.
Western
$269,000 00 3600sqh
4BR, 3BA, large grew.
room firepit, gas fire
place. next to KY. lake,
boat
free covered
docking Call 227-5759
or visit, http
salebyowner _-ing/A91FB

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

.2701436-2858

(270) 293-7315

BRAND new 38R 2BA
2 Car garage,
•
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivisior
Floors
Hardwood
Formal dining. cu-, 'cabinets, open
plan with lots of natura•
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living, Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.

Need help
Promoting your
flu:•.iness?

Money Order

Visa
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For Sale Or Lease

Hail

Spring(

Lake Property

5 89 Acres Mostly Wooded City Wale
Underground Utilities Sub-dividable (up to 7 lots
Narrow Gate Subdivision off Cotes Campgrour
Deed Restricted $45,000

•413R. brick 2.790 soft
495.000
•38R brick. 85.000
i.,
in,,

't",r apts, red

0DvidClirDWI.

NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

MINISTORAGE
elnside climate control
storage

-

Applications will be accepteeuntil position is filled.
Apply at careers mediacomcc.co-

PROPANE
119E. Ma.'

320
Losonents For Rent I

753 3633

Murray I edger & Timm 1 a
Iloustng Act Nos..,

We Offer.
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

PREMIER

Septic & Well
$175.00/mo
Lease &
required.
Call 759-1204
after 7.00prn

ANTIQUES Call Larry

NeNt 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SW; Real Propert
Professionals
293-7872

1s1 Full Mo Rent Free

USED APPUANCES
WARD-ELKINS

L 220

9
1.

OW r

jor.g.

113R. price reduced.
locations.
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2-13R IBA duplex completely remodeled. All
new appliances including dishwasher. washer
arid dryer. No pets.
270-436-2524 cell
270-293-6906

1E1
Articles
For Sale

appitences

CAREERS.MEDIACOMCC.COM
Equal Opportunity Employer

Homes For Sale

Rut Estill*

CHRISTOPHER S
COINS
at
bargains
has
Trends-N-Treasures
coins
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161
Slabs $550.00 semiload. Dust $400.00
semi-load. Call
293-9063

Mediacom has an excellent benefit package.

460

1...e61,4vre it,

GOOD used air condi
tioner. stove refngera
or electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
WANTED: Junk car &
truck batteries. Top
prices paid.
(270)759-9694

I

855-994
800-82'

430
Want le Buy

Hap Wonted

No Job Too Largl

VISA

140

06

L.censed &
Full Lint of Equipment

ellsmwm

16 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-19
Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Mondayor stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours:
Legal Notice

TREE SI

Fri. 10 a.m.
9 am
Non. 9 a.m.
Mon. 12 p.m.
Tue. 1p.m.
Wed. 12 pin.
The. 12 p.m.

Monday
Smart Saw
Tuesda)
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

S8.50 Column Inch, Off Distount 2nd Run,
Cr Discount 3rd Run.
Atli' 3 ;Li, Alic4 Run 11 ithor c Pao
$3.35 per column inch ettra for Monday (Shopping Guidel
I

1270i 753-1918
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TREE SERVICE
Lcensed & Insured
Fun line of Equipment • 17 Years Experience
No Job Too Large or Too Small.'

A-1 La.nr.
Proles,.
Service
753-TRi
ADAMS Horne
Improvement
ACIdifiors. Hi. •
Roofing. Vir .
F-iuurb
Laminate
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617,
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local. Reliable
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Maior
credit cards accepted
978-0404

Adventure
1987
Pontoon
Fiberglass
Boat for sale 2T long.
aluminum haul. 90HP
engine
evinrude
Includes hard top with
extra room, table.
microwave, and ref.
$1,900.00 or make
offer-must sell.
270-436-5921
Services Offered

855-994-7336
800-821-6907
Homes For Sale
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

hollandmotorsales com
' 270-753-4461

NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.

SUDOKU

Services Offered

BR0 #4c,

$15.00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated.
978-5655, 759-9295
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms 8
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It Ale
No Job To Small,
270-873-9916 or visit uiir website
kentuckyiake
. remodeling corn
FREE ESTI1.IATE5

2003 Springdale
30tt Bumper Pull
1211 Slide Out
Brand New!
Never Been Used,
r-ine new
68.900
293-4602

KnigDt's
1111=1310

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
-• Vo.^

You can count on the
most experienced
in *est As.

RAVIS

403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728

Pal Mg..tsealcoisting
Hireling .
I 0"sil TRAVIS

I

270-7532279

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn. & Ind
LiLensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

2006 21 foot Tracke
Marine Tahoe 071 Sk
Motorcycles & ATV s
boat. Mercury 4.3/v-6
(260 OHP) gas engine.
Matching dual axle
ACE custom trir. Low hours
2003 Honda
Shadow, immaculate, $17.400. 293-5916
2.000 miles 293-5476

D.G.
LANDSCAPING
•Mowing Servici.
•Mulch
•Lic. fertilization
•Sweeping

753-9562

corn

270-748-8970
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

•
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LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
•Discovery Flight
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

Sap

We Finance

Tuesday. ‘pril 12. 21111 • II

Answer to previous puzzle
6 1 2 8 3 4 9 7 5
7 5 8 9 1 2 6 3 4
9 4 3 5 6 7 2 8 1
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LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby Fox
2T0 22'-3044

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839

8- Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner
Greg Mansfield
(2701293-8480
Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area.
519-8570.

pickup'
• v. k &
•
operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Handyman Work
Odd Jam,Repairs
Horne. Auld
Carpentry
Mobile Welding
ands. TE4M..10011ing
-'1/EUCE1•11110re
NC) JOE) Toe, Small

Jacob
270-978-0278
LAWN Mowing
Service 17 years
Insured 759-4564

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING 8
REMODELING
$$ We will save
YOU money $$
Free Estimates
References

LAWN SERVICE
•Mowing .Trimming
•fiduiching
•Landscapong
References Available
(278)2934233
Denham Rogan

mini 1.1. J.,

*Asphalt Installation
•Seaf coating & .
sloping
40 yes. experience

(270)759-0501

Tree
YEARPY S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Check us out
on the Web!

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

irti

MITCHELL
BROS.
.• PAVING

!if

O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• *Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

41.=••••••••••

Spring Creek earns tour-star rating
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Custom

forming nursing homes. Each
Special to the Ledger
Spring Creek Health Care nursing home is rated on a scale
Nursing SE Rehab Facility has of one-to-five stars based on
health
components:
earned a four-star rating. out of three
five, from the Centers for inspection results: quality measures: and staffing levels. Each
Medicaid
and
Medicare
home also receives an overall
Services.
In 1998. Center for Medicare quality rating.
Spring Creek Health Care's
and Medicaid Services (CMS)
implemented "Nursing Home rating was based on Health
Compare.- a national, online Inspections. Nursing Home
nursing home report card. It pro- Staffing, Quality Measures and
vides information on every an Overall Rating.
Vice President of Long Term
Medicare and Medicaid certified
nursing home in each state. Care Services Sandra Dick
including inspection results. attributed the four-star rating to
hour; of direct care. and 19 qual- a combination of things, but
ity measures for short-and long- emphasized staffing.
"It helps when you're here
term residents.
The goal is to provide nurs- for the right reasons - you care
ing home residents and their about the residents and want
families with a mechanism to them to be happy.- said Dick.
assess nursing home quality.. "Spring Creek employees feel
enabling them to make distinc- that way and work well together.
which is also vital."
tions between low and high per-

To evaluate the nursing
homes, she said. Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid personnel look at the last three years of
records.
inspection
health
staffing information obtained
during the most recent facility
inspection and quarterly status
reports for residents.
Spring Creek Health Care has
served this region since 1964.
The facility offers a 226-bed.
long-term care. Medicare-certified facility which provides
comprehensise rehabilitation
and restorative sers.ices. Spring
Creek has a highly skilled staff
who focuses on providing residents with specialized quality
care to live a full, healthy life.
For more information about
services available at Spring
Creek Health Care. call 127(f)
752-2900 or visit the website at
www.springcreekhealthcare.org.
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I natural
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Photo provided
Pictured, from left. are Kenny Darnell, Tab Brockman, Dr. Don Robertson. Yvonne Vogt.
James Goutt and Jayne Crisp presenting a check to Keith Travis. VP of Institutional
Development. Richard Vanover, Deana Wright, Glenn Fritts and Bill Wells.

Murray Rotary Club makes contribution to
Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare

your

1

Special to the Ledger

sale in
Shores.
600sqft
je great
gas fire
(Y lake
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27-5759
www foromilist-
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The donation will be put
toward the building of the
Residential Hospice House and
to support projects within the
Murray-Calloway Endowment
for Healthcare.
-The Rotary Club is proud to
be a part of this project. The

Spring Creek Health Care facility.

135.00
43.00
110.00

111).

05.00
145.00
41C

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. 4Positive "-A,erage. 2-So-so. 1 Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Stop multmtaskir'q focus
on one project at a time
Diversifying might seem inefficient but it's not You'll land on
your feet Be willing to extend
your hand to someone who really needs your support

Residential Hospice House will journey can end peacefulls and
provide care for the terminally in dignity', surrounded by family
ill and be a blessing to our com- and friends. it was reported.
munity,- said Jayne Crisp,
Residential
Murray
The
Rotary president. "We are
will he the hist
House
Hospice
the
with
pleased to work
,wcslern
Murray-Calloway Endowment in the region. sets ing
for Healthcare to help make this Kentucky and neighboring se,- •
lions of Tennessee and southern
a reality.County Illinois.
Murray-Calloway
Hospital's Hospice House will
For more intormanon ahout
be a I2-bed, residential facility the Murray-Calloway Endow
designed to provide patients
mem for Healthcare. contact
with limited life expectancy, and
Keith Travis. v ice pPresideni oi
their families, it nurturing.
home-like setting. A hospice Institutional Development. .ii
house is a place where life's 12701 762-1908,

by Jacqueline Blur

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, April 13, 2011:
This year, you push past seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
You have the energy, ideas and
creativity to manifest your
oesires. You are more upbeat
and direct than you have been in
years. You have entered a positive luck cycle. Your finances will
improve, but you also might
spend more. If you are single.
how can you not attract admirers? You will have to make some
hard choices -- make it your
pleasure! If you are attached, the
two of you enjoy more positive
interactions VIRGO can drive a
hard bargain

Murray-Calloway
Thc
Endow moo for Healthcare
recently received its second
donation from the Murray
Rotary Club for an additional
S1.000 toward fulfilling a 5-year
commitment of $5.((8).

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** If you must, relax as if you
were at home in order to work
well. Communication comes
from out of left field. Note a tendency to know who is going to
call before he or she actually
does Maintain a low profile.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Keep the conversations moving Avoid getting hung
up on any details or trivial matters. You can now effectively
clear out what you haven't been
able to for days. Finally, you
have a receptive audience. A
meeting gives you additional
support.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Stay on top of your budget A boss or someone you
respect within the community
talks a good game but will this
person come through for you?
Use your instincts with an investment. You cannot be too careful
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your enthusiasm is
based on your experiences You
know when you hit solid ground
Finally, you receive a response
from a key person at a distance
You know what you want Let the

other party figure out what he or
she wants without your influence.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Maintain a low profile for
one more day A partner seems
unusually grounded and lucky
Let this person take the lead
You II gain understanding You
also need to see the situation
from a detached mental stance
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Zero in on what you
want Don't sell yourself short
Knowing what is desirable is
important All you need to be is
authentic, and you'll see results
Note a new person in your circle.
He or she could be of interest for
a lot of reasons
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take the lead in a situation Honor what you want but
also think of the group Your ability to coordinate plans and
inspire others merge Listen to
what is being said discreetly
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You cannot help but be
spontaneous That quality marks
everything you do Some peoplewho don't really understand
could raise their eyebrows but

the majority will smile at your
unusual get-up-and-go
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Work directly with a partner or key friend This person
understands you well and often
is able to pitch in and help make
that difference. Above all.
between you exists the gift of
trust You come from a space
where you are just plain lucky. .
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
to
others.
Defer
****
Someone else might have more
humor and drama than you. Let
this person champion the cause
for a while. Several conversations with different people
emphasize the wisdom of your
ways
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Focus On success You
might be a little too willing to
pitch in -- be it energy. time or
money Pull back and take a
complete look at what is going
on You don't need to make a
commitment of the size you were
considering
BORN TODAY
R&D singer Al Green (1946).
golfer Davis Love 11964
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a feature story of
Goodwill plans to open a store
in Murray, No time line has been
set.
Published is a picture of Jim
Vaughan. chairman of the Murray
Tourism Commission. and Judy
Clargus. executive director of the
MTC. presenting a plaque to Amy
Wilson for her service as a Murray Tourism Commission board
member.
Morgan Lee Adams was awarded "Most Photogenic" in the "Little Miss and Mr. Calloway Coanty Pageant." She is the four-yearold daughter of Mitzi and Jimmy
Adams.
Twenty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Disaster and Emergency Rescue
Unit (D.E S.1 will have their annual gospel singing on Apnl 12th
at 7 p.m. in Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium.
Internationally known for his
photographic skills, Bill Birdyshaw
recently moved to Murray to open
Birdyshaw Photography."
located at 605 N 16th Street in
Murray.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Tyler Seale: a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Rodney Allen Bohannon: a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Blackford: a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tommye Dec Orr: and a boy to Mr,
and Mrs. Joel Diet.
Thirty years ago
Rachel Jackson presented the program on "Being Thankful to the
Lord" at the meeting of the Brooks
Chapel United Methodist Church
Women held on March 10 at the
Fellowship Hall of the Church.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Tyler.
Murray State's youthful golf team
finished 12th out of 23 teams at
the Eastern Kentucky University
Invitational at Arlington Golf
Course.
Forty years ago
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. David
Morefield.

The WCICOMV Wagon NeV4320111ers Club will sponsor its annual
dessert-card party on April 29,
according to Mrs. Michael Miller.
president.
Albert Tracy. director of the
Speech Division and Dehate Coav h
at Murray State University. has
been presented the "Distinguished
Service Award- given by the Um(
ed Society of Delta Sigma R
Tau Kappa Alpha at the eigi
annual national conference h.
at Indiana State University. lei L.
Haute
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Snell. Jr, and
children. John Charles and Jennifer Ann, of Rambling Hills.
Mich., are the guests of her parents. Mr, and Mrs, R.R. Parker
Fifty years ago
Elected as officers of the Murray Lions Club held at the Murray Woman's Club House were
Dr. C.C. Lowry, Bethel Richardson. James Dale Clupton. Rob
Ray, Kenneth Goode. Vernon
Anderson, Marvin Harris. George
Ligon. Cliff Cochran and Joe
Cowin.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Cannedy: and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Don Buxton.
The Calloway County High
School Debate Team, coached by
Mrs. Buron Jeffrey, is competing
in the Kentucky Debating Tournament at Lexington. Members are
Randy Patterson, Larry Hun.
Jimmy Story, Charles Paschall.
Rob Enoch and Charles Fennell.
Sixty years ago
Elected as officers of the Murray Branch of the American Association of University Women were
Mrs. Herbert lialpert and Miss
Rachel Rowland.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C.
Cunningham: a boy to Dr. and
Mrs. Gerald A. Gordon. and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Dickens.
The last in a series of 4-H Tractor Maintenance and Operational
Schools was held at the McNutt
Tractor and Implement Company.

DEAR ABBY: I would like
to respond to "Agnostic Dad in
South Carolina" (Feb. 161, who
wondered about how to answer
the inevitable "Is there a God"
question his children will ask. My
parent, had strong but differing
host in faiths. They compromised
when bnnging
us up. and we
went to the
church nearest
our
home
(another
den omin anon). Further,
when we were
teens,
they
allowed us to
"sallIple°
other religious
traditions to
By Abigail
determine
Van Buren
what would
suit us best.
I became agnostic, and like
"Dad in S.C..' was unsure what
to tell my son, My husband and
I do not belong to any organized
religion and didn't take him to
church as a youngster. Instead.
we introduced stories from the
Bible at bedtime, and allowed him
to attend his friends' churches
when he asked to. More important we showed hint that all people are to be valued and that differences are to be respected.
Our son is now in his late
20s. He's a gentle, caring person
with an interest in people front
other cultures, religions and circumstances. Whether he is agnostic. religious or an atheist is a
personal matter to him. He's comfortable with his beliefs and doesn't impose them on anyone else.
As a parent. I couldn't ask for
more -- FREE-THINKING MOM
IN WASHINGTON
DEAR MOM: Thank you for
wnting. Many readers were eager
to offer guidance on this subject
to a fellow parent. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Despite eight

years of Catholic education, I'm
an atheist. My wife is a Lutheran. We've never argued about it
because we heel everyone has a
right to religious freedom We
have three sons, whom she took
to church and Sunday school regularly with my complete support.
We discussed in advance what
our answer should be when the
God question came up, Our
response was, "Some people
believe there is a God and others do not. You will get a sound
religious education, and when the
time comes, you will decide for
yourself."
Our sons are now adults with
families. Two are religious: one
is not. At family meals we join
hands and say grace. Some recite
it -- some just listen -- and eve7ybody's happy. -- HARMONIOUS
IN ILLINOIS
DEAR ABBY: There is no
problem for "Agnostic' and his
wife to "handle," If his children
ask if there's a God. he should
model honesty for them and say
what he thinks. So should his
wife. If the kids get two different answers, they will learn that
not everyone shares the same opinion. Suggesting that "Dad" not
express his view plainly, without
input from his wife, amounts to
recommending that they collude
in providing a dishonest answer,
-- EMERITUS PROFESSOR OF
PHILOSOPHY IN IOWA
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I are agnostic parents of two
adult children, both of whom are
tolerant. open-minded and decent
people. My advice to "Dad" is
to read some of the excellent
books that are available about discussing God and religion with
children. He should also look into
the Unitarian Universalist church,
which does not push any one
creed but encourages people to
find their own beliefs in a supportive environment. -- NANCY
H. IN TEXAS

In 1981, former world heavy-weight boxing champion Joe Louis
died in Las Vegas, Nev.. at age
66.
In 1985. Sen. Jake Gana RUtah, became the first sitting member of Congress to fly in space
as the shuttle Discovery lifted off.
Five years ago: Jurors in the
Zacarias Moussaoui trial listened
to a recording of shout, and cries
in the cockpit as desperate passengers twice charged panicked
hijackers during the final half hour
of doomed United Flight 93 on
9/11.

THE ART
OF MAKING
A SALE
Dear
Readers: Oh
ttly the column
about
FURNITURE
SHOPPING
and COMMiN sioned salespeople
got
quite a response.' The question
was how salespeople and customers
should interact.
Read on to see how customers
feel about salespeople assisting
them from the moment they walk
in the door:
•Debbie says: "I want the salesperson to be available. but at a
distance. I need Moe to look and
consider things on my own."
* Another reader says: "I
expect to he greeted and directed
to what I want to see. They should
then leave and tell you where they
can be found.'
* Sue says: "I appreciate help,
if I ask for it. I don't care for a
hard-sell salesperson."
* Daisy says: "I find the most
helpful and least intrusive salespeople are those who greet Inc.
offer their assistance and allow
me to browse the store freely."
• Laura says: "I do not like
to be pressured. Give me your

Dear Abby

was first used in a baseball game.
by James Tyng of Harvard in a
game against the Lynn Live Oaks.
In 1945, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt died of a cerebral hemorrhage in Warm Springs. Ga., at
age 63; he was succeeded by Vice
President Harry S. Truman.
In 1955, the Salk vaccine
against polio was declared safe
and effective.
In 1961, Soviet cosmonaut Yun
Gagann became the first man to
fly in space, orbiting the earth
once before making a safe landing.
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DEAR DR.GOTT: You recently had a column indicating the
use of liquid nitrogen for the
removal of seed warts and that it
is available at pharmacies without a prescription. You have got
to he kidding me! Where? My
Itx:al pharmacy. acted as if I was
an alien asking for moon
dust.
I hought
maybe it was
the
Freeze
Away overthe-counter.
hut they indicated that was
liquid
not
nitrogen.
Please help.
DEAR
By
DR. (;OTT:
Dr. Peter Gott
In a recent
column in my local newspaper,
you stated that liquid nitrogen
could be purchased over-the-counter without a prescription. I have
asked two pharmacists, and they.
said "no way." Can it really be
purchased somewhere OTC?
DEAR READERS: I apologize for the confusion. Liquid nitrogen is NOT available over-thecounter. Instead, the product that
removes warts in a similar process
uses dimethyl ether (DMEI. It
only cools to about -59 C. whereas liquid nitrogen reaches approximately -195 C. Both can be dangerous and will cause senous injury
if used improperly.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I find your
column interesting and useful, but
I am often frustrated by sonic of
your answers when they concern
muscle or joint pain In your column about tennis elbow, you left
out a very likely cause of the
problem. but you seemed to disregard it or are unaware of it.
Trigger points may well cause
this person's tennis elbow and,
while the pain could be coming
from the forearm as you suggested, it could also be coming from

Dr. Gott

the triceps. The trigger points can
he caused by trauma or overuse
of the muscle: but physical therapy.. heat and massage treatments
will not cure them. just provide
short-term relief. Trigger points
are small knots in the muscle that
can cause constant pulling at the
tendon. resulting in tendonitis If
you don't release the trigger point,
you won't cure the problem. Physical therapy, heat and massage
may relax the tngger point. hut
it will tighten up shortly after
treatment and the pain will return
'Trigger points can cause
referred pain in just about any
part of the body, including joints,
cause headaches and often lead
to the misdiagnosis of ailments
like plantar fasciitis and carpaltunnel syndrome. It is time to let
the public know more about this
condition and how to treat it.
DEAR READER: Trigger
points are essentially sensitive
areas in the muscles. Chronic pain
in these areas is referred to as
myofitscial pain syndrome. A trigger point or points can cause pain.
referred pain, muscle weakness.
referred tenderness and more. They.
are not to he confused with :ender points, which are associated
with fibromyalgia. Tender points
do not cause referred pain, and
more than one occurs symmetrically in the body.
In 2008. the results of a study.
appeared in the Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine suggesting that acupuncture
and myofascial trigger therapy
were both beneficial in treating
pain disorders. Myofascial tngger
therapy has been around since the
1800%. and acupuncture precedes
that by about 2.000 years.
As for my not mentioning tngger points as a cause of tennis
elbow, I must admit that I had
not thought about it. For that reason. I have chosen to print your
letter in the hope that it may help
others.

Hints From ileloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 12.
(he 102nd day of 2011. There are
263 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 12. 1861, the American Civil War began as Confederate forces opened tire on Fort
Sumter in South Carolina.
On this date
In 1606, England's King James
I decreed the design of the original Union Flag, which combined
the flags of England and Scotland.
In 1877, the catcher's mask
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Is liquid nitrogen really
available OTC?

Open minds are useful when
discussing God with kids

Today In History
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a preconceived notion that salespeople are pushy, it ruins my ability to help them make a good
buying decision based on their
needs."
• Ron says: "I simply greet
customers, ask if they are looking for a specific piece and, if
they are not, let them browse, letting them know 1 am available to
answer questions.'
• A.V. says: "I learned from
my dad, who is a salesman, that
lacing friendly and polite is more
important than getting the sale.
Interestingly enough. they seem
to go hand in hand,"
Thank .you, everybock for all
your feedback. -- Heloise
P.S.: There are always two
sides to an issue, and sometimes
three! Your mput. readers? What
about a department stone, clothing or art store?
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. PO. Box
7950(X), San Antonio. TX 782795000 or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or email it
to
HeloisetaGHeloise.com. 1 can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(02011 by king Features Syndicate Inc.
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HELEN .IT5 THAT
MARIJUANA ADVOCATE,
CARL, AGAIN.
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business card when I enter, greet
me nicely. and I will find you
when I am ready!"
And now for the salespeople's
responses. We asked them for their
sale.s strategies and what they
expectfrom consumers. Most salespeople. especially those for bigticket items such as fitrniture are
trained and expected to greet the
customer at the door. And then?
• Rozanne says that she tells
the customer her name, and that
she will be around if needed. She
mixes between several customers
at a time. She also gives all the
pertinent information about the item
of interest, and allows the customer to touch the product. She
has always enjoyed the satisfaction of helping people and has
maintained fnendships with many
of her customers,
Kathy says: "Some may perceive our assistance as being pushy,
hut we can actually save the customer time because we know the
inventory and what is available
through ordering."
• Lisa says: "I love interacting on a personal level with my
customers. In this age of online
shopping. we need to cherish and
nurture the an of personal communication."
• IR. says: "We spend a lot
of time training on product knowledge. If a customer comes in with
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